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Editor’s Note

#BlackLivesMatter #LoveWins
#DonaldTrump #IStandwithAhmed
#IStandWithPlannedParenthood
#PrayForParis

The preceding Twitter hashtags were among the highest trending in 2015. Perhaps not surprisingly, they are reflective that as a country, issues of policy and politics are front and center in the national discourse. Oftentimes, the social media movements have been led by young millennials organizing to hold systems accountable where they have failed to meet the needs of communities. For the Latina/o community in the United States, there was much heated debate after a businessman expressed racist and xenophobic remarks during his opening speech announcing his candidacy seeking the GOP nomination for the US presidency. Such messages of hate and division garner much media attention, but they are also resisted with countering messages, such as Pope Francis’s call for compassion towards immigrants in his historic remarks to a joint session of Congress. Indeed, as the cover art of this current volume reminds us, “Dreams Are Stronger Than Fear.”

I am pleased to present Volume 28 of the Harvard Journal of Hispanic Policy (HJHP), which contains critical and diverse perspectives on a range of policy topics from housing, to higher education, to economic policy. In this issue, HJHP commemorates the 30th anniversary since its founding with a special note from our founding editor and Executive Advisory Board member, Henry Ramos. Alesandra Najera comments on the negative effects of poor drought mitigation policies on agriculture and related industries, disproportionately affecting Latina/o communities in the West and Southwest. Contributing author Cheye-Ann Corona makes cogent arguments for a reform of eligibility criteria to prioritize investment in the highest-need communities under the White House’s Promise Zones initiative—a place-based strategy to revitalize low-income neighborhoods across the United States. And Braulio Salas identifies gaps in Latino/a parental college knowledge and makes the case for parental involvement provisions in the reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

Because of inaction by Congress on comprehensive immigration reform, this policy area features prominently in this edition. A commentary by Lawrence Cisneros analyzes the unfair treatment of undocumented persons in civil court proceedings. Gloria Itzel Montiel’s primary qualitative research sheds light on the question, “How do undocumented, high-achieving, 1.5 Generation Mexican-American students utilize funds of knowledge and social capital to navigate through their undergraduate
studies at Ivy League institutions?” Finally, Israel Nery argues for eligibility changes to the Earned Income Tax Credit for US-born children in “mixed status families” as a policy tool for increasing employment and combating poverty. Featured artist Eric Garcia provocatively attributes problems of poverty, violence, and refugee crises on the US/Mexico border as created by the institutions entrusted to protect the welfare of their citizens. Finally, Maria Cruz reviews the autobiographical piece An (Im)possible Life: Poesia y Testimonio in the Borderlands and reminds readers that public policy ultimately has a profound impact on the individual lives of families and communities.

Being a part of the HJHP tradition has been the highlight of my graduate school experience at Harvard. And, it wouldn’t be so without the people and relationships that made it so. First and foremost, I want to thank our outgoing Executive Advisory Board chair, Jim Carr, who stepped down from the position and handed the mantel to our current chair, Genoveva Arellano. HJHP would not be where it is today without Jim’s countless years of dedication, and because of his support, it is in a strong position to continue being a leading journal for US Latina/o policy. I want to thank Martha Foley, the student journals coordinator at the John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University (HKS), and Professor Richard Parker, our faculty advisor, who are a continued source of counsel and advocacy for our journal’s work. Furthermore, I want to thank Erika Carlsen and Ileana Cintrón for your commitment to HJHP’s efforts through the HKS Latino Leadership working group. I especially want to thank the HJHP editorial staff for their sacrifice and dedication to editing articles during the winter break. It is because of you that we have continued a thirty-year tradition of HJHP! I also want to thank our Executive Director, Oscar Mairena, who has been an instrumental partner co-leading HJHP this year with me, particularly in developing our emerging web and social media platforms. Finally, I would like to say gracias to my familia back home in Southern California, who are always a text or phone call away in snowy New England, providing me the support and motivation to keep going—“¡Si se pudo!”

Thank you, too, to our committed readers—I hope that you enjoy Volume 28!

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Reynoso
Editor-in-Chief
Cambridge, MA
January 2016
Reflections on the Journal’s 30th Anniversary

In the thirty years since the Harvard Journal of Hispanic Policy first appeared, it has accomplished much of what its founding staff members hoped it would. The Journal has established itself as a staple product of the John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University, a breeding ground for future public and private sector leadership, and a trusted reporting source on Latino issues, trends, and opinions related to US policy in all of its multiple aspects.

As we witness an upswing in anti-Latino and anti-immigrant sentiment in America, it is vital to note the many important contributions the Harvard Journal of Hispanic Policy has made and will continue to make in the service of advancing the constructive participation of Latinos in American political discourse and policy formation.

America can and will only become a stronger nation in the decades to come to the extent that we ensure robust opportunities for the success of all of our people. With the US Latino community slated to comprise more than a quarter of the entire US national population by 2045, it is essential that all Americans work together to promote this population’s social, economic, and political success, lest our entire nation falter.

At a time when many contemporary political “leaders” and pundits show such clear antagonism and xenophobia directed at Latino and other ethnic and religious minority groups of Americans, it is especially important to be reminded of the wiser and more informed perspective of true national leaders of our past—like John F. Kennedy. Kennedy’s views on the issues were shaped by his own status as the grandson of Irish Catholic immigrants in times when to be Irish and Catholic was akin to being a Latino in America today.

In his seminal work A Nation of Immigrants, President Kennedy, the Harvard Kennedy School’s namesake, wrote over fifty years ago in 1963:

*Today many of our newcomers are from Mexico [and other Latin American nations, who] often receive the same discriminatory treatment and opprobrium that were faced by other waves of [past] newcomers. The same things are said today of Puerto Ricans and Mexicans that were once said of Irish, Italians, Germans and Jews: ‘They’ll never adjust; they can’t learn the language; they won’t be absorbed.’ Perhaps the brightest hope for the future lies in the lessons of the past . . . .[A]s each new wave of immigration has reached America it has been faced with problems, not only the problems that come with making new homes and learning new jobs, but more important, the problems of getting along with people of different backgrounds and habits . . .*
... Somehow, the difficult adjustments are made and people get down to the tasks of earning a living, raising a family, living with their neighbors and, in the process, building a nation.1

And so it is with today’s largely immigrant Latino populations across the United States. With the passage of time, the Latino people of America are slowly but surely gaining the skills, the standing, and the sophistication to effectively advance both their own self-interests as well as the best interests of our nation.

The Harvard Journal of Hispanic Policy continues to play a vital role in this epic historical evolution in American civic culture. May it continue to do so for at least another thirty years!

Henry A. J. Ramos
Founding Editor and
Member, Executive Advisory Board

A Note On Terminology

In establishing the Harvard Journal of Hispanic Policy (HJHP) at the John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University in 1985, our founding editors were cognizant of the importance of terminology and naming. They sought to form a credible publication that would bring the US Latina/o community to the forefront of policy debates, and that would name new priorities, challenges, and opportunities for policy-makers to consider.

Naming the journal itself proved to be an important endeavor. For decades, the terms used to define US Latina/os fluctuated greatly, creating much dissonance within the policy discourse. Ethnic origin (e.g., “Mexican”) and regional labels (e.g., “Central American”) were not inclusive enough to capture HJHP’s mission as a publication. Similarly, emerging pan-ethnic constructs (e.g., “Latin American”) implied homogeneity where incredible diversity and fluidity exists. Even with these limitations, our founding editors knew that a common language was needed to bridge conversations across disciplines.

Our founding editors thus reached consensus around “Hispanic,” a term that reflected national trends at the time. The term’s adoption by the federal government reflected the growing prominence of US Latina/os in domestic policy. In 1968, President Johnson announced the observation of Hispanic Heritage Week, an important step in recognizing the population’s presence and history. In 1976, Congress passed legislation requiring the federal government to collect and analyze data on “Americans of Spanish origin or descent” in order to understand how this subgroup was impacted by federal policies and programs. The following year, the Office of Management and Budget developed standards for this data collection, hoping to create coherence across educational, health, and human service agencies. Finally, and perhaps most significantly, the US Census Bureau added a Hispanic question in 1980 in an effort to obtain more accurate population estimates with which to inform national policy-making.

Since the journal’s founding in 1985, the lexicon has only continued to evolve. In 2000, the US Census Bureau introduced survey language that used “Hispanic” and “Latino” interchangeably. Similarly, many national advocacy, leadership, research, and civic organizations continue to use “Hispanic” in their name, while adapting their communications to be inclusive of the term “Latino.” Today, we too have adapted. Standing at the eve of our 30th anniversary, we are proud to carry our name and legacy with us while remaining forward-looking. For this reason, we have begun to intentionally use “Latina/o” and the plural term “communities” within our publication, social media sites, and website.

Our Editorial Board remains committed to inclusivity and will continue to publish works from individuals and organizations who may use different terms. It is our firm belief that, in the difficult work of naming the policy needs of our community, no singular term may ever be comprehensive enough for the complexity at hand.
The Ash Center for Democratic Governance and Innovation strives to make the world a better place by advancing excellence and innovation in governance and public policy through research, education, and public discussion. By training the very best leaders, developing powerful new ideas, and disseminating innovative solutions and institutional reforms, the Center’s goal is to meet the profound challenges facing the world’s citizens.
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Earning Civil Rights: Why the Constitutional Right of Appointed Counsel Should Be Extended to Immigration Proceedings

By Lawrence Cisneros, Esq.

Lawrence Cisneros is a legally-trained entrepreneur. Having grown up with a Mexican American father and Mexican immigrant mother, he has had the unique fortune to intimately examine the widely-varied Latino experience. He graduated *magna cum laude* and Phi Beta Kappa from San Diego State University with a BA in International Security and Conflict Resolution. Thereafter, he was an associate professor of English at La Universidad Autonoma de Guadalajara. He is now an attorney in California, having graduated from the University of Southern California Gould School of Law in 2014. There, he was the president of the Latino Law Students Association and a semifinalist in the Honors Moot Court Competition, and he externed for a variety of judges and public-interest law organizations. While in law school, he co-founded and is now the CEO of In Spirit, a venture-backed company creating the first craft, ready-to-drink cocktail.
Introduction
The United States has the highest incarceration rate of any nation in the world. A significant contribution to this mass incarceration is the detention and removal of hundreds of thousands of the undocumented through a “civil” (non-criminal) process for immigration offenses. Currently, in criminal (non-civil) proceedings, all individuals, undocumented or not, are appointed an attorney at no charge to address an unequal power dynamic in which a government lawyer has superior legal knowledge and skill, compared to a self-representing litigant who may not have formal education or legal training, or may be indigent. This is not the case for civil proceedings. Undocumented persons facing removal proceedings are not legally entitled to an attorney and are often processed without legal representation. This is despite the similarities to criminal proceedings where the person facing removal is detained in jail-like conditions for substantial periods of time while they await their hearing.

This essay aims to comment on emerging initiatives to challenge this un-civil practice. This essay (1) compares the treatment and processing of undocumented persons in immigration hearings to those facing proceedings within the US criminal justice system, (2) provides a brief historical review that describes the legal underpinning of one’s right to counsel, (3) analyzes the current state of the law and scholarship to illustrate efforts to provide such representation in immigration proceedings, and (4) puts forth a new “earned rights” doctrine, granting Constitutional protections and fundamental civil rights to these undocumented non-citizens living in our society, despite conventional legal reasoning and public opinion holding that undocumented persons should not receive such rights because they entered the country without proper documentation.

Section I: Detention as Punishment
In academic or political forums, relatively little attention has been focused on the fact that, as a consequence of mass incarceration and immigration legislation, Latinos now constitute the most-represented ethnic group in federal courts, primarily as a result of immigration crimes. Total annual expenditures for US law enforcement mechanisms are approximately $212 billion. As many wrestle with the tremendous unequal impact of mass incarceration to African American populations, they also need to consider an interwoven connection to immigration. Today, more than 400,000 immigrants are detained annually. This is the largest number of non-citizens detained in the world. Indeed, immigration detainees represent the fastest-growing segment of the jail
population in the United States, driven in large part by illegal reentry, a federal crime that now constitutes one-fourth of the federal docket.\textsuperscript{15}

In recent decades the civil immigration system has decidedly shifted to be more punitive.\textsuperscript{16} Such a conflation between immigration and criminal law has developed a relatively new area of legal scholarship described as “Crimmigration.”\textsuperscript{17} The Supreme Court has recognized and reaffirmed repeatedly that for “noncitizens facing expulsion, deportation is often a far more severe consequence than a criminal sentence.”\textsuperscript{18} The court has not, however, extended criminal procedure safeguards to expulsion and deportation.\textsuperscript{19}

This did not happen overnight or by accident. Legislators contributed to shifting attitudes of the “immigration problem” by reinforcing a coordinated regulatory environment.\textsuperscript{20} Not only have crimes subject to deportation increased, but recent legislation has mandated detention of criminal immigrants, limited grounds for relief, limited federal judicial review, and applied changes of law retroactively to crimes that were not crimes previously.\textsuperscript{21} Until the 1980s, deportations were limited to a number of crimes, detention of undocumented individ-}

uals was less common, and criminal sanctions for immigration offenses were rare.\textsuperscript{22} Public sentiment also shifted “from a willingness to absorb and generously resettle refugees and tolerance of illegal immigration, to a growing sense of crisis that the United States had ‘lost control of its borders.”\textsuperscript{23} The severity of criminal-like sanctions within the immigration system is most apparent in the instance of deportation and civil detention.\textsuperscript{24}

Immigrant prisoners are housed in “jail-like facilities in jail-like conditions.”\textsuperscript{25} In such facilities, the Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE),\textsuperscript{26} the largest armed law enforcement entity in the federal government,\textsuperscript{27} places the largest amount of detainees in federal prisons and local county jails — sometimes even housing them with criminal offenders in maximum security quarters.\textsuperscript{28} Undocumented immigrants are also required to wear uniforms, transported in handcuffs and shackles, subject to strip searches, confined to “lock down” for hours\textsuperscript{29}, face documented abuses\textsuperscript{30}, and even endure widespread use of solitary confinement.\textsuperscript{31} Moreover, emerging remote, private civil detention prisons, operated without binding regulations that have the effect of law, have resulted in numerous reports of abuse.\textsuperscript{32}
In subsequent immigration proceedings, like a criminal trial, there is a judge and government prosecutor—both appointed by the Attorney General—and the accused immigrant offender. However, unlike a criminal trial where the defendant is afforded Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Eighth Amendment rights, a person in an immigration hearing is only protected by the Fifth Amendment due process clause in a limited fashion. Conspicuously, there are no government-appointed legal representatives for the undocumented throughout the process, despite substantial evidence that civil immigration enforcement and detention are glaringly criminal-like.

Section II: Gideon and the Right to Counsel

Since 1963, as courts recognized the fundamental unfairness of well-trained attorneys prosecuting indigent defendants without counsel, a slow groundswell of sympathetic rulings evolved and culminated in the seminal court case *Gideon v. Wainwright*, which was later defined to mandate government-appointed attorneys for any criminal defendant in misdemeanor and felony cases.

The Supreme Court first extended this standard in a civil case in *In re Gault*, which held that juveniles in delinquency proceedings facing civil confinement had a right to appointed counsel, and then later in other contexts. Subsequent rulings have alluded to whether one’s “personal freedom” was at stake, with two standards influencing the decision to extend such standard in other non-criminal matters: the complexity of the proceeding and whether the government is represented, noting that in less complex matters where a government attorney is absent, there is little urgency to extend government-appointed attorneys for such defendants.

The right of an immigrant to an attorney at no expense to the government is found in the Fifth Amendment’s right to due process under the “fundamental fairness” standard, as well as the Immigration and Naturalization Act (INA). However, providing an attorney at the government’s expense is a far more tenuous proposition. Advocates and courts look to the Sixth and Fifth Amendments, and other INA provisions, as potential sources of right-creating authority. Generally, undocumented immigrants as a category have not been afforded an attorney at the government’s expense. However, this does not necessarily preclude the courts from providing such funding. At least four appellate courts have opined that the Fifth Amendment’s guarantee of due process could potentially require the appointment of counsel for individual aliens who are incapable of representing themselves due to “age, ignorance, or mental capacity.” Such courts, however,
have refrained from extending the Fifth Amendment to entire categories or even subcategories, such as those with mental incapacities.

Section III: Extending the Right of Counsel to the Undocumented: Current State of the Law and Legal Scholarship
There are two generally-recognized penological justifications for extending constitutional safeguards in the form of government-appointed attorneys for immigration removal and deportation proceedings. First, subjecting an indigent person to complex legal proceedings, which determine one’s ability to remain in a country, without an attorney does not meet the “fundamental fairness” threshold established by the courts as the benchmark standard extending new rights and safeguards in light of an ever-evolving society.50 Secondly, the stark similarity between immigrant civil detentions and criminal punishment has led scholars to posit that such civil detentions amount to criminal punishment and therefore require criminal procedure safeguards enshrined in the US Constitution.

State of the Law
Immigration advocates have found their strongest support from the Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of 2008 (TVPRA), which requires “qualified representatives”—which may include legal counsel—for immigrants who are “mentally incompetent” to represent themselves in removal proceedings.51 In 2010 the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) and other immigration rights advocates began pressing this issue in a class action lawsuit in a federal district court in Los Angeles on behalf of mentally incompetent immigrants in Franco-Gonzalez v. Holder.52

Immigration advocates are currently arguing that not only should the TVPRA and Fifth and Sixth Amendments cover other classes of people, like unaccompanied minors and those with deep ties to the United States or who face serious threats of harm in their home countries, but all immigrants in removal proceedings.53 They argue that the standard of “fundamental fairness” must be “assessed in all cases in light of the complexity of immigration law, the role of government prosecutors, and the severity of the harm caused by deportation.”54 The evolution of Gideon and its progeny, extending the right of appointed counsel in specific instances on a case-by-case basis to a categorical right to all persons seems to be tracking in the same direction as immigration proceedings—a slow march towards the understanding that indigent persons require additional support in order to receive the blessings of the US Constitution.
**Current Scholarship**

Legal scholars have also addressed the fundamental inequities with the current immigration detention and removal process, analogizing similarities between immigration removal, detention, and criminal incarceration as “Crimmigration.”\(^{55}\) Scholars view this growing entanglement in a new dimension: understanding the distinction between people in a society as members, who are either insiders or outsiders, with the former receiving rights and privileges as members of the “social contract between the people” in a construct known as “membership theory.”\(^{56}\) Such a framework helps us to observe the exclusion and inclusion of various groups of people or even “pseudo-citizens” in a new light, helping to see past the current citizen-legal, permanent-resident-undocumented framework.\(^ {57}\)

A recent article by César Cuauhtémoc García Hernández titled “Immigration Detention as Punishment” argues that the legislative history of the United States’ war on drugs and Congress’ intent was to not only increase the punitive consequences of drug use and distribution, but the consequences for crimes committed by immigrants and other immigration offenses.\(^ {58}\) He concludes we have two options: bring civil immigration proceedings in line with modern criminal procedures or “distance immigration detention from its punitive past” and create a system of detention that “lives up to its civil characterization.”\(^ {59}\) This general line of reasoning would undoubtedly help address the country’s punitive immigration process.

The existing “Crimmigration” scholarship, however, has not extensively discussed the ability for non-citizens or non-members of a society to earn entry into the social contract or explicit societal recognition through indirect means—an implicit understanding, forming a new contract through action and work rather than formal acknowledgement from the members’ government and formal institutions (like business entities) in granting one such rights.\(^ {60}\) More precisely, where the undocumented—non-citizens and non-members in US society—may begin to accrue rights and privileges through work earned in the explicit acknowledgement of such service through monetary compensation which directly benefited the members’ businesses and government.

**Section IV: Earning Civil Rights**

Even though undocumented immigrants cook, clean, and provide for the country, the highest court of the land has consistently held that such persons are second class citizens under the law,\(^ {61}\) and that Congress may do as it pleases in maintaining its borders.\(^ {62}\) This has some semblance of common sense at first blush, but the conversation
becomes more nuanced when society refuses to impart such rights while the same people contribute directly and meaningfully to society’s success.

Undocumented immigrants work the midnight shifts, the jobs no one wants, and do so for less pay, working more hours with fewer breaks. Many work in fields planting and picking the crops that feed the country. Such a relationship is acknowledged even at the highest levels of our society: the US Department of Agriculture has stated that “about half of the hired workers employed in US crop agriculture were unauthorized.” Yet, these immigrants are criticized for committing more crimes, substantially contributing to unemployment, and draining public coffers. In fact, the opposite reality is more true: not only do immigrants commit less crime and contribute to public coffers more than is expended on them, but American society reaps the benefits of undocumented immigrant labor while offering little in return. A recent report concluded the undocumented paid $11.8 billion in state and local taxes alone in 2012, which, in the aggregate of tax revenue of all types, exceeds the cost of services they use, as identified by the Congressional Budget Office. Consequently, the rule of law applies one way to the poor and another to the powerful. The government knows business leaders hire undocumented workers in their fields and factories, yet ICE raids never occur in the skyscrapers of downtown Los Angeles or New York City. The raids only happen away from the public’s eye in rural farm towns and sweat-shop factories of barrios in the inner-city. American citizens only care that the law is enforced against poor, powerless, and undocumented and ethnic minority groups, but do not demand and protest that business executives—the ones actually creating and facilitating the
work for undocumented workers—are raided, jailed, and treated in the same manner. As an attorney-turned-business executive, I’m fully aware of this relationship because my business’s profit margins are directly connected to the costs of goods and services necessary to operate my business, which are directly correlated to the cost of labor—often which is undocumented. “...not only do immigrants commit less crime and contribute to public coffers more than is expended on them, but American society reaps the benefits of undocumented immigrant labor while offering little in return.”

Next Step: Judicial Action
Although there seems to be an ever-expanding standard in federal courts to extend such protections through the Fifth or Sixth Amendments, as well as through the Rehabilitation Act, such avenues seem to be thwarted. Advocates may find refuge in a further line of argument—expanding on the current “fundamental fairness” standard, which focuses on the intense stakes of the proceeding, the fact the government is represented by counsel, and the complexity of legal proceedings—that undocumented persons, through their determination to create a better life in what some may call the “American dream,” earn the right to be a part of the social contract and gain fundamental constitutional protections, including the right to an appointed attorney when their “fundamental freedom” is at stake in an immigration proceeding. In many respects, they earn it more in acts of labor than in birthrights of happenstance privilege. Consistent with Supreme Court precedent, although Congress may prescribe how and if an immigrant may enter the United States, when a person works, lives, and pays taxes within the borders of the country the Supreme Court should hold that such service earns one the right to basic constitutional protections as an American citizen—nothing more, nothing less.

Conclusion
In conclusion, until mass-incarceration legislative reforms are adopted for jailed American citizens, only then there might be an opportunity to advocate
for similarly-situated immigrant offenders. President Obama has suggested a change in the executive branch’s approach to mass incarceration reform, and there seems to be hope for such wholesale legislative change with the current Republican-controlled House of Representatives as a way to reduce the federal deficit. Although the ability to access government-appointed attorneys has not prevented the US criminal justice system from devolving into a mass incarceration machine, such attorneys in the immigration context would prevent blatant abuses and also lay the foundation for more equitable measures before holistic, wholesale reforms to US immigration policy occur.

Indeed, comprehensive immigration reform post-2016 could create another avenue for relief. Although the failure of legislators and President Obama to pass comprehensive immigration reform in 2013, with much of the debate centered around the “path to citizenship,” was principally defeated by Republicans arguing that such reform would amount to amnesty. In the current political climate, advocates may want to consider forfeiting such pathways to citizenship, given most immigrants and their families currently think “being able to live in the US legally without the threat of deportation is more important...than a pathway to citizenship,” and consider including provisions for further constitutional protections, like the right to a government-appointed attorney. Not only would this give advocates an ability to retreat and regroup—addressing opponents’ concerns about mass amnesty—but the ability to gain the moral high ground in the debate via this “earned rights” justification.

2 Herein referred to as “undocumented people” or “the undocumented.” The term “undocumented persons” refers to foreign citizens residing in the United States illegally. It applies to two categories of immigrants: those who enter the country without approval of the immigration process and those who violate the terms of a temporary admission without acquiring either permanent resident status or temporary protection from removal. Members of this population are also referred to as “illegal,” “undocumented immigrants,” or “aliens.”

3 Here, “immigration offenses” primarily relate to formal removal proceedings under Section 240 of the INA. See 8 USC. §1229a.

4 Federal public defenders are appointed to any person charged with a misdemeanor or felony charge. See, Johnson v. Zerbst, 304 US 458, 462–63 (1938).

5 See, e.g., Tang v. Ashcroft, 354 F.3d 1192, 1196 (10th Cir. 2003); Ramos, 623 F.3d at 682; Rove- ro v. US INS, 399 F.3d 109, 112 (2d Cir. 2005); Khoury v. Ashcroft, 362 F.3d 461, 464 (8th Cir. 2004); Goonsuwan v. Ashcroft, 252 F.3d 353, 385 n.2 (5th Cir. 2001); Hernandez v. Reno, 238 F.3d 50, 55 (1st Cir. 2001); Stroe v. INS, 256 F.3d 498, 500-501 (7th Cir. 2001); Xiu Yong Lu v. Ashcroft, 259 F.3d 127, 131 (3d Cir. 2001); Mejia-Rodriguez v. Reno, 178 F.3d 1139, 1146 (11th Cir. 1999); Mustata v. US Dep’t of Justice [DOJ], 179 F.3d 1017, 1022 n.6 (6th Cir. 1999); Gandarillas-Zambrana v. Board of Immigration Appeals, 44 F.3d 1251, 1256 (4th Cir. 1995); Mantell v. US DOJ, 798 F.2d 124, 127 (5th Cir. 1986).
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Agua es Vida:
The Invisibility of the Latino Population in Drought Assistance and Innovation

By Alesandra Najera
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She feels strongly that poor resource management disproportionately affects the Latino community, exemplified by the impact of California’s drought on minority and migrant communities.
Historically, aridity is a key feature of the American West. Traditionally defined by the Hundredth Meridian, the region west of this marker receives less than twenty inches of annual rainfall. In the midst of one of the severest droughts on record, as of 30 September 2014, more than 68 percent of the West is experiencing abnormally dry to exceptional drought conditions, while more than 55 percent of land in western states is currently in a state of drought. Water wars, then, exist as another defining characteristic of the West. Given the complex, often irrational, and occasionally savage history of water management in the United States, the search for water pits north versus south, urban versus agricultural, and county against county, resulting in a piecemeal strategy lacking in comprehensive vision. The multiplicity of regulatory entities on the local, state, and federal levels in-

(Figure 1)
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Involvement in agriculture, flood control, conservation, fisheries, and wildlife alone is bound to result in fragmented management.

Knee-jerk responses to drought, such as disrupting environmental protections and draining underground aquifers, provide no more than palliative care. Given the exigencies of climate change, the probability of low-precipitation years is likely to increase, with more of our precipitation falling as rain rather than snow. The hydrological cycle, so-called by the National Drought Mitigation Center, illustrates the current drought management system, where awareness and solutions emerge under extreme duress and are forgotten during times of water surplus.

Lack of foresight and thoughtful planning results in a serious threat to our food production, employment, and economy. The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) highlights that agricultural uses consumed 85 percent of the nation’s water in 2005. Of the fifty-seven million irrigated acres in the United States that year, nearly three-quarters—forty-three million acres—are in the seventeen western-most contiguous states, the states most commonly plagued by drought. Furthermore, “the American economy lost $50 billion because of drought from 2011 to 2013, much of that from the agricultural sector,” which threatens not only rural communities and farm workers, but also the stability of the American food economy. Agriculture and agriculture-related industries contributed $775.8 billion to the US gross domestic product in 2012, which is 4.8 percent of the total; agriculture and its related industries provide 9.2 percent of employment in the United States, with 16.5 million jobs related to agriculture. Sub-standard drought mitigation strategies only intensify the harm done to the economy and those employed in the agricultural industry.

### Latinos and the West

Population distribution alone indicates that Latinos will be hard-hit by drought without significant policy changes. Latinos, defined by the United States Census Bureau as individuals of Mexican, Cuban, Puerto Rican, Domin-
ican, Spanish, or Central and South American descent of any race, are heavily concentrated in the West and Southwest. This distribution dovetails almost exactly with the regions deeply impacted by drought. Compare the following maps, the first an index of the severity of the drought created by the National Drought Mitigation Center, and the second a map of the distribution of the Hispanic or Latino population in the United States from the US Census. Water scarcity did not limit the development of the American West, thanks in no small part to the enterprising and often contentious efforts of engineers and bureaucrats at the local, state, and federal levels. The dams, levees, aqueducts and other storage and conveyance mechanisms built in the early twentieth century allowed heavily Latino cities like Los Angeles and Phoenix to be built in the middle of the desert. The population of the West as a whole has grown dramatically, with four of the top five fastest-growing states in the United States located in the West (California, New Mexico, Arizona and Nevada). This growth alone kindles tension between urban and agricultural interests, between coastal users and those inland, and between wealthy and poor. The Latino population finds itself at the nexus of these conflicts. The presence of Hispanics and Latinos would bring their own skills, cultures, and policy challenges to the West and Southwest.

### Understanding the Latino Experience

Given the employment profiles, cultural values, and socioeconomic conditions of Latinos, it is surprising that this population has been largely invisible in dialogue regarding drought mitigation. We do know that drought incurs large costs across society, bringing forth changes such as rising food prices or farm labor layoffs likely to disproportionately affect Latinos. Our lack of comprehensive drought planning exacerbates systemic inequalities.

### Labor and Employment

The impact of Western drought falls first upon farm labor. From layoffs to drinking-water quality, drought affects those tied intimately to the land—and migrant or undocumented workers are the most vulnerable in the agricultural community. Furthermore, the overwhelming majority of farm laborers in the United States identify as Hispanic. The National Agricultural Workers Survey, conducted by the Department of Labor’s Employment and Training Administration, found that in 2009 to 2010, 82 percent of farm workers were Hispanic, 78 percent were foreign born (75 percent from Mexico), and 27 percent were migrant workers. Geographically, farm labor is concentrated in the areas plagued by drought, illustrated by the map above. The Southwest, defined as Arizona, California, Colorado, New
Mexico, and Texas, employed roughly 37 percent of all hired farmworkers. California and Texas alone, the two states hardest-hit by recent drought, employ more than one-third of all farmworkers. Thus, drought is intimately linked with the Latino community.

The disenfranchisement of undocumented, migrant workers magnifies the economic costs of drought. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, only 2 percent of Hispanic or Latino workers are in agriculture. However, hired farmworkers are disadvantaged in the labor market relative to most other US workers, particularly if undocumented, as they earn less-than-average wages while contending with considerable health and housing disadvantages. Despite inflation, furthermore, wages for farm labor are stagnant. According to the Farm Labor Service, (FLS), the average hourly earnings of non-supervisory farm laborers has been between $10.50 and $10.80 since 2007, and stood at $10.80 in 2012. Real farmworker wages have risen at only 0.8 percent per year since 1990. Drought compounds the economic challenges that come with the lack of a political voice.

Household Impacts
The majority of Latinos, of course, are not farm laborers. The effects of drought however, are still magnified
by the economic realities of the Latino population in the United States. Drought can result in increased household costs, including rising grocery and water bills for all Americans. But given that the average Hispanic household income in 2010 dollars was only $108,871, compared to the average US household wealth of $494,916, rising costs have a disproportionate effect on the Latino population.\(^\text{14}\) Disagreement exists as to the impact of drought on food prices, in part due to the number of variables involved in the cost of food production, including labor, shipping, and insurance. But the US Department of Agriculture has documented a slow and steady climb in grocery costs, with meat prices disrupted by the Texas drought and fruit, vegetable, dairy, and egg prices similarly affected by the California drought.\(^\text{15}\)

The impact of drought goes beyond simple scarcity and corresponding price increases—it is also important to note its impact on water quality. For example, in California’s Central Valley, decreased water deliveries
from the Bay-Delta lead to increased groundwater pumping for drinking water. A recent report from the State Water Resources Control Board discovered thirty-one contaminates in groundwater at levels well above the state’s regulations. Many local families, often farm workers, are forced to spend huge proportions of their income on bottled water for drinking and bathing. Furthermore, there is evidence to support that low-income and minority communities in the San Joaquin Valley are disproportionately exposed to contaminates, particularly in smaller community water systems. A multitude of research demonstrates the importance of water quality and its impact on consumers; drought magnifies these documented impacts.

Cultural Impacts and Competency
The Western United States uses a system called prior appropriation to assign water rights. Under this doctrine, the earliest user gets the first opportunity to divert water for beneficial use. This system is most easily defined as “first in time, first in right.” If water users fail to put their full allocation of water to work, they risk losing the right to water in the coming years (“use it or lose it”). These policies often result in a tragedy of the commons during dry years.

In contrast, water means far more than something to drink in the Latino culture. It carries historical meanings and connection to community. For example, the system of acequias, or irrigation ditches common to New Mexico and the Southwest, leads to communal, sustainable management of limited resources. As “identity-constructing structures . . . connect[ing] groups of Latinos to each other through shared experiences and collective narratives told from specific places with reference to common customs, consensual decision-making, and an organic leadership,” the native system incorporates all voices, not merely those with government-issued water rights. The difference between this system of communal management, native to the Southwest, stands in stark contrast to the water rights system imported from the East Coast and English common law, where water scarcity is much less frequent.

Latinos themselves place a high premium on responsible management of natural resources. Latino Decisions polling has found that Hispanics rate protecting the environment as one of their highest priorities, with more than 75 percent of Latino voters in Colorado identifying environmental protection as a significant issue. Colorado College’s annual State of the Rockies poll also found that Latino voters are “more likely to say that every single environmental problem is a serious problem” than Anglo voters. Similarly, over 70 percent of Latino voters in Colorado,
New Mexico, Arizona and Nevada rated protecting rivers and lakes as “very important.” Finally, eight in ten Latinos favor conservation over diverting water in response to the question, “What do you think the priority should be for our government in dealing with the water shortage in the West?”

While conservation and recycling may sound like reasonable solutions to water shortages, US drought policy is not currently built to align with Latino cultural realities, from the shortcomings of disaster aid to the impacts of new drought innovations.

Policy Considerations

Disaster Preparedness

Minorities are generally more vulnerable to disaster due to both economic stress and to the lack of cultural understanding in disaster preparedness and response. Studies show that they experience higher rates of injury, disease, traumatic stress, death, and loss during public emergencies, when compared to the non-minority population. According to the recommendations of the National Consensus Panel on Emergency Preparedness and Cultural Diversity from the Department of Health and Human Services’ Office of Minority Health and the Texas Health Institute, disasters highlight “challenges in access to health care, education, housing and structural inequalities starkly evident during times of disaster and public health emergencies.” This report also notes that effective disaster management requires intensive community participation and engagement in order to tailor services to a community’s unique needs and circumstances.

Latinos bring their own distinct challenges in culturally aware disaster response. Officials must navigate both Hispanic language and cultural barriers while also working past distrust of government personnel. Not only is the fear of deportation a real concern, but many Latinos also carry deep-rooted distrust of government from other countries. Furthermore, the Migrant and Seasonal Farm Worker Emergency Preparedness Planning Guide notes that understanding where vulnerable communities live and work is key, particularly since many lack access.

“In contrast, water means far more than something to drink in the Latino culture. It carries historical meanings and connection to community. For example, the system of acequias, or irrigation ditches common to New Mexico and the Southwest, leads to communal, sustainable management of limited resources.”
to transportation or driver’s licences. All of this is compounded by Latinos’ tendency to eschew mainstream media in favor of informal or Hispanic media, making them difficult to reach. Spanish-language media generally serves as a platform for civic engagement and community outreach more frequently than mainstream media.\(^{24}\)

Disaster-preparedness officials should be aware of Latinos’ tendency to turn to media for important safety information\(^ {25}\) in order to provide communications in a trusted and accessible manner. The safety of minorities, and emergency responders, will improve if emergency policies have established relationships with Latino community leaders and media before an emergency occurs.

---

**Federal Disaster Assistance and Policies**

It is important to note that, while non-profits and non-governmental organizations are not required to report or enquire about a refugee’s immigration status, governmental organizations (including the Federal Emergency Management Agency and most state and local governments) cannot provide long-term or financial assistance to immigrants.\(^ {26}\) They are only allowed to provide undocumented disaster victims with warnings, evacuations, rescues, medical care, and emergency care and shelter. However, the impacts of drought differ drastically from those of a flood, fire, or hurricane. While most disasters hit immediately and then move on, droughts hit relatively slowly, as water managers can rely on water rescheduling, storage, and groundwater to mitigate its effects. The services that can be rendered to immigrants are intended as immediate relief to an imminent problem, but applying them to the impacts of a drought applies a short-term solution to a problem that could last months or years.

Drought relief and assistance from the federal government, consisting primarily of financial aid to farm owners of disaster-designated counties, does little to benefit the most vulnerable in the population, whether urban or rural. Of the $183 million in emergency California drought funding announced by President Obama in 2014, $3 million went to rural community water systems, and $60 million went to food banks. None of the $50 million in 2015 emergency funding provided by Inte-
rior Secretary Jewell went directly to rural communities, though $22.9 million did go to water conservation and drought plans. Similar distributions of funding for livestock disaster assistance and environmental conservation took place in Texas, Oklahoma, Nebraska, Colorado, and New Mexico in 2014. The absence of relief or assistance for farmworkers and families highlights their marginalization in the face of crisis. Farmers and businesses lobby for aid and increased water deliveries using farm labor, but federal assistance flows to those who have property, livestock, and resources. While employers certainly suffer from the impact of drought, laborers are forced to grapple with its effects without the advantage of language skills, mobility, or alternative employment opportunities.

Case Study: Water Markets and Dry-Year Fallowing
One example of an innovation heavily in need of careful impacts analysis is that of water markets for assuaging demand during drought. Under a typical structure, these programs would allow the government (acting on behalf of the environment or urban populations) or farmers with thirsty permanent crops to purchase short-term water rights from other water users, who would not jeopardize their long-term water rights under beneficial use. Colorado has taken the lead in these programs, instituting a dry year fallowing program in which farmers can fallow their perennial crops and sell water rights in declared dry years. The systems vary, from those that sell the water to municipal users to those that are only available during declared drought. Many are also pursing federal or local grants to finance purchasing water rights from farmers.

While many argue that these programs assist the biggest losers in drought, they are often speaking about the environment, not the others incidentally harmed by these programs. Providing the necessary flexibility not available under our current water system while also protecting the environment are two laudable goals. However, it is important to acknowledge the effects that sending water away can have on the local community. Namely, dry-year fallowing can put the farm workers who previously harvested those crops out of work, with the profit going only to the water rights holder. Second, water markets can result in municipalities paying higher prices for water due to the associated risk and transaction costs. Third, drought is likely to become a permanent way of life in the American West; time-delimited drought programs tend to assuage agricultural fears about urban locales stealing rural water, but a mega-drought could bring these problems to the surface.

Finally, it is important to note that use and consumption are not synonymous;
though it may seem that decreasing agricultural consumption could be a positive, sending the water to cities or permanent crops could incentivize urban growth or planting highly lucrative but thirsty crops that cannot be fallowed.

Proponents of water markets and transfers should carefully evaluate the potential impacts on the Latino populations. Neither farm workers nor urban populations can safely weather decreased employment and increased water costs, just as fish and farm owners suffer serious costs during times of drought. In order to take into account these negative impacts, research should be done to evaluate the potential of charging transfer fees that could provide funding for underserved communities hardest hit by the drought. This potential fund could go towards job retraining for those out of work. In this time of increasingly technical agricultural equipment, this could result in a higher-skilled workforce when the drought ends, or it could help the underserved find other job opportunities if and when drought becomes a permanent reality.

“The absence of relief or assistance for farmworkers and families highlights their marginalization in the face of crisis. Farmers and businesses lobby for aid and increased water deliveries using farm labor, but federal assistance flows to those who have property, livestock and resources.”

Conclusion
Drought policies often seem to boil down to funding assistance until the drought ends, opportunistic rolling back of Endangered Species Act protections, and, on the local level, increased groundwater pumping. But the current drought has galvanized all levels of government to take a more long-term perspective into management of the water system as a whole, from much-needed investments in recycling and conservation to improvements in management and infrastructure that broadly benefit society. However, more research is needed to evaluate the impacts of these innovations on the Latino population, as some of them could work to benefit fish or farmers while neglecting or even harming disenfranchised populations. Thoughtful outreach to Latinos, keeping in mind cultural attitudes towards water, has the potential improve drought mitigation for minorities.

Understanding the condition of Latinos in the American West proves vital to a nuanced policy discussion regarding solutions to the drought. However, there is a dearth of either understanding or consideration of how
drought impacts Latinos, particularly farmworkers. While protecting the environment and agricultural business owners carries importance, the Latino experiences are often used as a bargaining chip in negotiations but garner very little relief. Innovative new solutions to water management are to be welcomed, as our current system is far from perfect and many of them, such as infrastructure improvements and groundwater management could benefit all populations. But policymakers should be sure to carefully evaluate their proposals to take into account minorities and rural populations lacking a powerful lobby in their favor. Droughts’ impacts become oversimplified into rural versus urban and farmers versus fish while neglecting minorities and the disenfranchised. Researchers and policymakers should be sure to take stock of the burgeoning but invisible Latino population when reforming Western water policies.
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- providing professional education for those in the world of practice
- educating the next generation of academics and policy scholars
- ensuring that research and education are closely tied to and draw from politics and practice in the field
- developing working partnerships with the broader policy community

For more than two decades the Malcolm Wiener Center has been an influential voice in domestic policy through faculty work on community policing, welfare reform, youth violence, education, urban poverty, youth and the low-wage labor market, American Indian economic and social development, and medical error rates.

Our research portfolio is both broad and deep, spanning many academic disciplines, encompassing traditional research as well as executive sessions, case-based research and action research, and employing a variety of research methodologies. It is inspired by our focus on bettering the lives of our fellow citizens, particularly those who are most vulnerable and needy.
Melanie Cervantes (Xicana) has never lived far from the California coast having been born in Harbor City, California, and raised in a small city in the South Bay of Los Angeles. Now making her home in the San Francisco Bay Area, she creates visual art that is inspired by the people around her and her community’s desire for radical change and social transformation.

In 2007 she co-founded Dignidad Rebelde, a graphic arts collaboration that produces screen prints, political posters, and multimedia projects that are grounded in Third World and
indigenous movements that build people’s power to transform the conditions of fragmentation, displacement, and loss of culture that result from histories of colonialism, genocide, and exploitation. Dignidad Rebelde’s purpose is to translate the stories of struggle and resistance into artwork that can be put back into the hands of the communities who inspire it.
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Artist Spotlight

Eric J. García

“Historically based, humorously charged criticism, with the goal of creating dialogue about complicated issues” That’s how Eric J. García describes his work. Known for mixing history and culture with contemporary themes, García always tries to create art that is much more than just aesthetics. Having completed his MFA from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago, García has shown in numerous exhibitions nationally and internationally. From hand-printed posters to political cartoons to sculptural installations, García is a versatile artist with the goals of educating and challenging while working in an assortment of media.

2 Heads, 1 Snake
Soon after the forty-three students of Ayotzinapa went missing in Guerrero, Mexico, I created this image in reaction. The involvement of both the Mexican government and the Narco-traficantes presented the disturbing dilemma that there is danger everywhere. Using an old Mesoamerican icon of the double-headed serpent,
I have commandeered this image to use as a metaphor for the two opposing forces that are actually one and the same.

Hecho en Estado Unidos
With the huge number of Central American children trying to cross into the United States, I came up with this image. I wanted to present the reasoning of why people are trying to come to the United States and the reality that immigration is caused by the United States. The infamous MS13 gang, who are known for their elaborate tattoos, actually originated from within the US prison system and were then deported/exported to El Salvador. US foreign policy with it’s military interventions and political manipulations has caused the unrest and destabilization in Latin America that is the root cause of immigration to our southern border.
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Examining Promise Zones: Prioritizing Affordable Housing during Revitalization
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We are in a Century of Cities, a time when America’s urban centers are growing again. The U.S. Census Bureau projects that, by 2050, the population in urban areas will grow by more than 60 million people. Clearly, the future of our cities will help determine the future of our nation.
— Secretary Julián Castro, 25 August 2014

Abstract
According to US Department of Housing and Urban Development secretary Julián Castro, we are living in the “Century of Cities”, a time when America is falling in love with the city again. Given these trends of gentrification, Americans will continue to see the ethnic diversification of suburban areas as a result of a lack of affordable housing in urban cores. Meanwhile, the federal government is increasing its investment in urban centers through place-based revitalization initiatives like the Obama administrations’ Promise Zone (PZ) initiative. While this is a laudable attempt at revitalization, the federal government must reinvest in our communities by acknowledging demographic shifts, cultural relevancy, the need for affordable housing, and asset-based development.

Introduction
America’s urban cores are undergoing considerable changes as Americans fall back in love with urban living, which has resulted in revitalization efforts through local, state, and federal policies. As the federal government seeks to increase its investment in urban centers, it is vital to our country’s future to reinvest in urban communities in a way that acknowledges demographic shifts and cultural needs. By 2050, the urban and suburban neighborhoods of the United States will look very
different than they do today. According to the Pew Research Center, by 2050 Latinos will make up 29 percent of the overall population.1 But how many of those Latinos will be living in urban areas? The unprecedented growth and rapid suburbanization of Latinos is leading to profound changes in the diversity of populations and poverty in suburban areas.² In the past, Latinos, like other ethnic minorities, lived in urban areas plagued by concentrated poverty because of a long history of economic disinvestment from the public and private sectors. This disinvestment in urban cores has resulted in poor housing conditions, food deserts, high crime, and substandard schools. These communities that have long existed in urban cores are now being displaced as a result of the recent wave of gentrification across the country.

During the tenure of the Obama administration, several place-based initiatives have been implemented because this administration has recognized the interconnectedness of underperforming schools, high unemployment, poor housing conditions, chronic crime, and the many other challenges that persist in high poverty neighborhoods. The Promise Zone initiative is in the early stages of implementation and has the potential to transform communities with high poverty rates. The Promise Zone initiative’s urban criteria, which is administered by the US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), should augment the Promise Zone urban criteria application process. The applications are reviewed and scored by a point process that determines which communities deserve the Promise Zone designation; as such the application process should augmented to (1) increase points allotted to communities with high need, (2) use the technical planning assistance provided by the federal government to build capacity in highest need communities, and (3) award applicants who provide plans for preserving and creating affordable housing while providing asset-based economic development plans for the communities they serve. Preserving and creating affordable housing should be at the center of federal place-based initiatives that seek to alleviate poverty because access to secure, safe, habitable, and affordable homes significantly improves a person’s quality of life and economic situation.

“Oral histories are politically, culturally and socially relevant to the revitalization of Latino communities because they can be used to draw connections between development and the cultural assets these neighborhoods possess.”
The Current Climate: Where Did the American Dream Go?

One of the most impactful settings of American life is where individuals live—their neighborhoods. Americans attend school, work, socialize, and shop right in their own neighborhoods—it is what they most intimately know. Civic matters are most meaningful at the neighborhood level and can often shape a person’s socialization and exposure to diverse groups of people as well as the types of economic and educational opportunities they can access. For Latino communities, the social capital created and maintained is a huge part of the fabric of the neighborhood development.

Communities such as El Barrio in Spanish or East Harlem, New York, are not just buildings, houses, and streets, but rather vibrant neighborhoods buzzing with history and culture. East Harlem is situated in the northeastern corner of Manhattan and has historically been home to several immigrant communities. East Harlem is one of the largest predominately Latino communities in New York City with Latinos comprising over half of the population. In El Barrio, the median income is $31,888, and 25 percent of families live below the federal poverty level. However, even with such stark statistics, it is not uncommon to find members of the community playing congas on the street, greeting each other in the bodegas, or crowding Thomas Jefferson Park during a summer concert. El Barrio, the Puerto Rican cultural heart of New York City, conveys a sense of home and pride for most residents. The documentary Whose Barrio?: The Gentrification of East Harlem by Ed Morales and Laura Rivera illustrates an established tight knit community and the unique way in which Latinos interact with the physical space of their neighborhood. Longtime residents of El Barrio do not just see the built environment of their neighborhoods—they connect businesses, parks, homes, and even community members to memories and a sense of pride in their culture. Neighborhoods tend to take on the political, social, and cultural identities of the people who inhabit them. “The belief that space operates without meaning and outside of market forces that are not affected by social, political and cultural conditions belies the fact that space not only invokes meaning, it reinvents it.” This observation, presented by Nancy Mirabel in her article entitled “Geographies of Displacement: Latina/os, Oral History, and the Politics of Gentrification in San Francisco’s Mission District,” explains the relationship that Latinos have with the built environment, a relationship which is necessary in understanding how current revitalization policies are falling short of intended outcomes by disrupting, not enhancing, existing neighborhood dynamics.
These types of observations cannot be made by simply examining data. Oral histories are politically, culturally, and socially relevant to the revitalization of Latino communities because they can be used to draw connections between development and the cultural assets these neighborhoods possess, assets that planners and policymakers should use as a road map for revitalization. Yet, statistical data on Latinos in the United States paints a drastically different picture, one that tells us that assets cannot be found in these communities. In the United States, Latinos are overrepresented among the poor. According to the Pew Research Center, Latinos make up 28.1 percent of more than 45 million poor Americans and 37 percent of the 14.5 million children in poverty. Latinos account for 17 percent of the total population in the United States and have the highest number of children in poverty—5.4 million—a trend that began in 2008 with the Great Recession. However, from 2012 to 2013, poverty rates declined amongst Latinos, the only group to see a statistically significant change since 2006, from 25.5 percent in 2012 to 23.5 percent in 2013. Even with this positive change, Latino unemployment rates soared to 8.8 percent in 2013, compared to the 2007 level of 5.7 percent. When polled in 2013, Latino registered voters said that the issues of economy and education were more important than immigration. This is likely because the economy hit Latinos harder than other groups.

There is a direct correlation between rates of poverty and homeownership. During the crisis, 25 percent of African

![Figure 1: FICO credit scores at origination for purchase loans via Urban Institute](image-url)
American and Latino families suffered from either foreclosure or serious delinquencies. Today, many Americans are excluded from the housing market, but Latinos and African Americans are disproportionately affected because of the high credit scores required to access home loans. As illustrated by Figure 1, data from the Urban Institute demonstrates that the average FICO credit score for all home purchase loans is about 750. In a September 2014 speech at the Bipartisan Policy Center Housing Policy Conference, HUD secretary Julián Castro noted that approximately thirteen million Americans have credit scores ranging from 580 to 680; the recovery that the United States is witnessing is not helping those that need it. Between 2006 and 2012, the percentage of loans made to African Americans and Hispanics dropped from 25 percent to 11 percent, as illustrated in Figure 2, demonstrating the continued inequality in the federal housing market.

The intersection of race, place, and poverty is not a coincidence; it results from systemic inequality built into the fabric of federal policies. This inequality began as racial exclusion, which created a concentration of racial minorities in residential and commercial areas. Federal mortgage policies and practices of private financial institutions opened homeownership to new segments of the white population while denying homeownership to racial minorities. Today, the developing narrative of racial inequality is not new. Yet, the recent economic turmoil has not only raised barriers to homeownership but also created a surge in the demand for rental housing. Efforts to create affordable housing have not kept pace with the rising need and the federal government’s promise of ensuring decent and affordable housing for all.

According to a 2013 report by the
Joint Center for Housing Studies at Harvard University, 35 percent of all households are renters and the rates of renting are the highest they have been in over a decade for all age groups. As figure 2 demonstrates, a disproportionate number of the nation’s low-income families reside in rental units, with nearly half of renters’ incomes being below $30,000. This includes 22 percent of extremely-low-income households reporting an annual income below $15,000. As figure 4 shows, since the recession, two-thirds of the increases in cost burdened renters who were fully employed. The number of renters is projected to increase from 2013 to 2023, with Latinos accounting for an increase of 2.2 to 2.4 million renters in the next ten years. As a result, the lack of access to affordable homes will remain a huge issue for the Latino community.

It is clear more people are renting, but where are they renting? Forty-five percent of rental housing is located in low-income neighborhoods; however, rental housing is not composed of a majority of multi-family units, like some might assume. Interestingly, 35 percent of rental housing consists of single-family homes. This suggests that low-income people are living in increasingly suburban areas. Public

**Millions of Single-Family Home Have Become Rentals Since the Recession**

Net Owned-to-Renter Conversions (Millions)
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funds on all levels of government created suburbanization that historically propped up white middle class neighborhoods. Yet, today, the inverse is occurring; there are a growing number of people moving to the suburbs as a result of limited access to affordable housing within urban cores.

Over the past two decades, our society has learned a lot about what poverty looks like in central city ghettos and, to a lesser extent, what it looks like in barrios. But we know very little about what poverty looks like in these growing suburban ethnic enclaves or how long it will endure. Are the effects of poverty concentration similar to those in cities? Do the same mechanisms reinforce such poverty? What we do know is that there is an increasing trend of people of color who are moving to the suburbs thus necessitating a better understanding of the demographic shifts and implications of neighborhood revitalization initiatives. The reality is that the federal investments in neighborhood revitalization are disproportionately benefiting the upper middle class rather than low-income communities.

The increase in transit-oriented development in urban cores has made way for increased rents and trendy hip businesses that appeal to a younger, whiter professional demographic. This phenomenon is often called gentrification, which is only one facet of the much larger issue of economic segregation. The fact that people are getting priced out of their neighborhoods is only half of the problem. The other half, which disproportionately affects people of color, is that people cannot afford to move to the neighborhoods

Figure 4: Cost-burdened renters across the United States. From Joint Center for Housing Studies
they would like, so they are relegated to neighborhoods with worse schools, more crime, and inferior access to jobs, economic development, and amenities such as grocery stores. The wave of gentrification and displacement has been seen across the United States steadily over the last fifteen years. Metropolitan areas such as Los Angeles, San Francisco, New York City, Chicago, Boston, and Dallas, to name a few, have seen a change in the neighborhood fabric with lower-income residents being displaced by upper-income residents. Some ethnic neighborhoods experience gentrification more than others.

Neighborhood changes are difficult not just for residents but for business owners as well. Once the price of living goes up, so do residential and commercial rent prices. Places like Highland Park, California, located just northeast of downtown Los Angeles, have witnessed a rise in the amount of white residents from 2000 to 2010. According to census data, California’s white population decreased by 5 percent while the state’s Latino population increased 28 percent, yet the opposite occurred in Highland Park. During the same time period, Highland Park witnessed a 42 percent increase in white residents and a 13 percent decrease in Latino residents. Before this shift, many of the businesses owned in Highland Park were Latino owned and served the same population of working-class Latinos. With this shift also comes the disappearance of Latino small businesses that not only provide goods to the residents but also important services, such as the ability to pay utility bills, purchase cell phones, and access domestic and international wire transfers for remittances.

These services are particularly important for Latinos because immigrants, undocumented or not, do not always have bank accounts, so when they need to pay a utility bill, they cannot simply write a check or go online — paying a bill is an in-person transaction. Similarly, purchasing a cell phone and the service that comes along with it requires a social security number, thus making prepaid cell phones the preferred option for undocumented Latinos. And then there is the remittance network that has assisted whole economies in Latin America, especially in Central America, which can be accessed at these local businesses that understand the Latino population.

These are the micro-level effects of gentrification and displacement that are not easily visible to those who do not understand the needs of the displaced community. Communities like Highland Park should be experiencing neighborhood revitalization. Yet, the reality is that working class Latinos in the neighborhood are being pushed out and class and racial segregation is increasing.

Neighborhood revitalization done well would alleviate poverty concentra-
tion, creating mixed income neighborhoods that allow for equitable access to healthy foods, green space, walkable communities with access to public transportation, good schools, and safe streets—all of which affluent communities have historically accessed.

The Century of Cities Begins with a Promise (Zone)

Americans witnessed the disasters of urban renewal initiatives that made big promises to help poverty stricken communities by demolishing whole neighborhoods yet failing to rebuild them. As such, the federal government tried to do better by creating social programs to help families meet basic needs and promote greater economic opportunity. After fifty years of annual grants to state and local governments, HUD is still administering grants for the improvement of housing conditions to increase the stock of affordable housing, encourage economic development, and expand community services in high-poverty neighborhoods. Even members of Congress have helped to progress poverty alleviation; Senator Robert Kennedy (D-MA) laid much of the ground for community development corporations in the 1960s. The federal government has been an important catalyst for advancing communities at the local level by providing funding, expanding capacity, and scaling best practices.

In the twentieth century, the Clinton administration attempted to remedy poverty concentration and blight through a program called Empowerment Zones and Enterprise Communities (EZ/EC) to spur economic growth in distressed communities through tax incentives and federal investment. The EZ/EC program acknowledged the importance of bringing together both the public and private sectors and reaching out to partners in the communities served. The EZ/EC initiative brought businesses and communities together to help ensure economic opportunities in the new century. According to former HUD secretary Henry Cisneros, the EZ/EC programs suggested that tax incentives work to stabilize neighborhoods, but the effort in some places “focused too heavily on improving living conditions without providing job training and transportation to connect residents with employers.”

EZ/ECs were early models of place based strategies. Done effectively, place-based strategies account for how a neighborhood—both the built environment and the social and economic fabrics—affects the people who live there. Place-based strategies acknowledge the interconnectedness of problems that poverty-stricken communities face—from underperforming schools and inadequate housing to neighborhood violence and poor health outcomes. These communities need comprehensive strategies and investment to equip
and empower local communities to revitalize their neighborhoods.

In 2009, the Obama administration set an agenda to target low-income communities that addressed these current realities and launched the Neighborhood Revitalization Initiative (NRI) in 2010. According to a White House report, the NRI is “a White House led interagency collaborative executing the Obama Administration’s place-based strategy to empower local communities to develop and obtain the tools they need to transform neighborhoods of concentrated poverty into neighborhoods of opportunity.” The NRI requires that federal agencies—the White House Domestic Policy Council (DPC), White House Office of Urban Affairs (WHOUA), and the Departments of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), Education (ED), Justice (DOJ), Health and Human Services (HHS), and Treasury (DOTR)—collaborate to address issues of poverty. In a speech to the nation’s mayors on 21 June 2008, President Obama affirmed this place-based approach by stating that “in this country, change comes not from the top down, but from the bottom up,” and “the change we seek . . . will not come from the government alone.”

According to the White House, the NRI is designed to be interdisciplinary, place-based, locally-led, data- and results-driven, and flexible by focusing on four key actions: (1) integrating Promise Neighborhoods, Choice Neighborhoods, and other centerpiece place-based programs in distressed neighborhoods, (2) providing flexible Neighborhood Revitalization Grants, (3) building neighborhood capacity through hands-on technical assistance as demonstrated by the Building Neighborhood Capacity Program, and (4) sharing best practices through the White House Neighborhood Revitalization Report, which showcases examples of communities who have “braided” Federal and other funds to pursue comprehensive neighborhood revitalization.

President Obama announced the Promise Zone initiative in the 2013 State of the Union Address, and the first designations were announced January 2014. The PZ initiative is the administration’s approach to revitalize lower-income neighborhoods across the United States. The PZ initiative was created to build upon the pre-existing NRI plan of technical planning assistance to support local strategic planning for revitalization. The goal of the initiative is not only to transform these sites, but also to change
the way that the federal government interacts with local communities, to ensure alignment of federal funding streams for comprehensive neighborhood revitalization. Promise Zone initiatives bring in the wrap-around services, such as transportation and job training that low-income communities desperately need to sustain poverty alleviation and economic growth.

The shift away from traditional community development is important and innovative. The key strategies that will make PZs successful are

- efforts are community driven;
- strategies bridge local, state, and federal organizations and are interdisciplinary;
- local community best-practices are being scaled to a national level; and datasets are being collected to measure progress overtime.

The PZ goal is important to improving blighted communities and first-round efforts are off to a laudable start. However, it is important to assess the feasibility of change for many of the communities that the PZ aims to target. Not all communities will be reached with the PZ initiative. In fact, the most “high-need” communities identified by the White House are not being targeted with current application criteria.²⁸

During the first round of PZ designations, Los Angeles was one of the five areas given the designation. According to Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti, the communities of East Hollywood, Hollywood, Pico-Union, Westlake, and Koreatown were promised a total of $500 million to combat poverty. However, the poorest and most blighted areas in Los Angeles that should qualify are parts of Downtown Los Angeles (i.e., Skid Row), Watts, and South Los Angeles. For example, in South Los Angeles, one-out-of-three households is living below the poverty level—nearly 10 percent higher than any other region in the city—and as far as racial demographics, the majority of residents are African American and Latino²⁹ However, with the braided funding method that the Neighborhood Revitalization Initiatives employ, which combines various federal grants with private investment, it is apparent that the highest-need communities are still not being helped. To obtain private and public grants, these communities also need to have the personnel capacity to apply for these types of grants; often they do not. In a 2015 article by Curbed LA about the first project to be seen in Pico-Union, it was reported that developers were planning a 5-story, 149-room hotel with 8,600 square feet of street-level restaurant space, an outdoor pool deck and a 113-car underground garage.³⁰

The author questions whether this type of development is what a community that is 85 percent Latino with a median income of $26,424 needs for revitalization or whether it is the
first sign of gentrification.

In a letter to former HUD secretary Shaun Donovan, dated 25 June 2014, Congresswoman Maxine Waters, the ranking member of the House Financial Services Committee and a representative of South Los Angeles, expressed deep concern over the current place-based initiatives. Waters was concerned that the PZ initiatives were not reaching the highest-need communities, which she terms as the “hardest hit”. Currently, the second-round urban criteria for the PZ initiative is tilted towards neighborhoods that already have resources and partnerships in place. According to the PZ criteria listed on the application guide, HUD is looking for neighborhoods that are high-capacity and already engaged in comprehensive revitalization; using ratings that measure “previous success leveraging private resources, including grants and investment capital . . .” in order to assess capacity “to achieve outcomes through implementation of sophisticated, multi-layered neighborhoods revitalization efforts.” However, many of the blighted communities have not reached this level of investment; therefore, the structure of the PZ application doesn’t allow for growth for the most disinvested communities.

Another point of improvement that also addresses the need to invest in the most blighted neighborhoods is the amount of points given to applicants based on need. Currently the point structure only gives ten points out of one hundred based on need in Section IV-Part A, entitled “Needs and Assessments.” The assessments are broken down by specific subpopulation, a necessary tool to identify race, gender, and economic disparities as well as other relevant information such as barriers to employment, crime, existing regional economic growth efforts, and areas of commercial blight. However, this critical section is only valued at ten points, which is not enough to tip the scale to favor a severely blighted community.

Lastly, housing should be at the center of the PZ initiatives as with any place-based initiative. In a letter to Secretary Donovan, Congresswoman Waters asserts that just as in homeless prevention policy, a housing first model serves as a method of achieving both positive life outcomes and economic savings. If a community has access to stable, affordable housing, then they are more likely to have access to stable jobs, food, and education. In many of the communities that have experienced gentrification and displacement, the main factor was a so-called revitalization of the neighborhood; however, if a housing first model was implemented, then housing rates may have been preserved and residents could have experienced a mixed-income model
of neighborhood revitalization rather than displacement. The preservation of public, assisted, and affordable housing is imperative to any place-based neighborhood revitalization initiatives. This also prevents the dislocation of small businesses by helping to maintain commercial rents.

**Recommendations: Enriching the Federal Role in Promise Zone Initiatives**

The Promise Zone initiative has the potential to transform communities that really need assistance by alleviating poverty and blight. Yet, during round one of Promise Zone designations, the program missed the mark in targeting low-income communities that still need basic assistance with building capacity to access private and public grants. Unfortunately, the Promise Zone initiative is not a federally funded program and has limited capacity to reach all of the communities that need economic development assistance.

However, even with this limited reach, the Promise Zones initiative could still be enhanced to target the communities with the most need.

1. HUD should increase the points allocated to need on the Promise Zone application to at least thirty.

   It is important that the federal government invest in place-based strategies that acknowledge racial inequalities to alleviate poverty and create greater economic opportunity in Latino communities, rather than continue the same race-neutral policies of the past. Race neutral policies ignore the ways in which race is already present in ideologies and practices of the larger society which shapes the formation and implementation of policy.31 By increasing the points designated for need on the PZ application, blighted communities will benefit from the technical assistance and preference for other federal grants provided by the Promise Zone designation. The designation serves as a flagging system for the federal government so that they can understand which communities are closer to reaching economic development goals. However, this does not acknowledge the fact that the communities that are the most blighted are not on a level playing field thus creating the need for added support. The historical disinvestment in communities of color can be acknowledged by increasing the number of points allocated to need in the PZ application.

2. HUD should assist high-need grantees in building capacity.

   As Congresswoman Maxine Waters pointed out, some neighborhoods have the unfair advantage in the application process of already having “resources and strong partnerships” upon applying for the PZ designation because of the braided funding criteria. The highest-need communities may not have the capacity to attain or apply for private and public grants. The
most blighted communities need to be targeted to build out capacity in the form of technical planning assistance and funding. HUD should award from existing discretionary or competitive funds to communities that have the desire to increase their capacity and improve their neighborhoods by providing them the technical assistance to apply for private and public funding, thus providing federal assistance to the hardest hit communities without over-saturating federal resources and using a PZ designation as a catalyst to economic revitalization. HUD should also help facilitate local partnerships by connecting companies, non-profits, universities, and community colleges with local municipalities to build networks and partnerships that have the potential to incubate creative economic development opportunities.

3. HUD should award applicants that create plans for preserving and/or creating affordable housing.

As a place-based initiative focused on poverty alleviation, the Promise Zone initiative should prioritize the most severe housing needs. Housing and economic policy are inextricably linked. Housing serves as a way to achieve both positive economic and life outcomes, which is why it is so important that the PZ initiatives maintain a strident focus on affordable housing revitalization in its application structure and in subsequent work with grantees. Ensuring that grantees have a development plan that creates or maintains affordable housing is very important to place-based revitalization initiatives. This ensures that as the neighborhood changes, the ability of residents to pay their rent does not. Grantees that utilize a “No Net Loss Housing” policy that requires subsidized affordable housing units to remain when buildings are demolished or replaced during revitalization should receive additional points on the application. The most common consequence of revitalization is the displacement of poor people. Once a community brings economic investment in the form of a bank, luxury housing, commercial big-box developments, and access to public transportation (rail lines or increased bike lanes), the property values increase because the amenities increase. However, the goal of building economically and environmentally sustainable communities should be accessibility by mixed income and diverse populations. By awarding grantees who provide development plans that make conscious efforts to preserve and create affordable housing, HUD stays true to the intent of place based revitalization initiatives that encourage mixed-income development without displacement.

4. HUD should award more points to grantees that include culturally relevant partnerships.

One of the biggest lessons in gen-
trification that can be learned from the case in Highland Park, California, is the need for culturally relevant businesses in revitalized communities, especially Latino communities. Local businesses understand the needs of the populations served and provide jobs, preserve the cultural integrity of the neighborhood, and contribute to the local economy. In Latino communities, every business—from the brick and mortar panadería (bakery) to the entrepreneurial street vendor to the local supermarket—provides a critical cultural element to the neighborhood that further enriches a city and allows for diversity amidst a changing, suburbanizing, local economy. Too often a neighborhood is classified “blighted” because of ethnic businesses and the lack of cultural understanding gives way to a judgment about the way enterprise is created in predominate Latino communities. Strip malls and corporate chains do not always understand the communities they serve or provide entrepreneurial opportunities for local residents. Sidewalk vendors are one of the most popular examples that can be seen in Latino communities as they not only demonstrate Latin American culture but also exhibit entrepreneurship in the form of the micro-enterprise. These micro-entrepreneurs are most often immigrants from Latin American countries that came to the United States to follow the American dream but are criminalized in cities which have outlawed street vending. Yet, it is the lack of cultural understanding where municipalities often miss the mark in planning for the residents that live in their municipal boundaries. However, to reverse these impacts, HUD could augment the Promise Zone application to award cultural competency points to applicants who understand the assets that the community already possesses, especially in the form of cultural norms, and build upon economic development strategies.

5. Congress should appropriate more money to expand place-based initiatives.

Unfortunately, funding to federal programs is based upon the political climate. Social programs are cut due to changing political priorities, and low-income communities of color usually carry the burden of fiscal cuts. Stable and affordable housing is crucial to our economy because access to a decent, safe and affordable home serves as a platform for greatly improving a person’s quality of life and economic situation. However, significant unmet needs for affordable housing remain even as economic conditions are improving. The unmet need for decent, safe, and affordable housing continues to outpace the ability of federal, state, and local governments to supply housing assistance. This is why we need Congress to adequately
fund housing programs. Despite reports from HUD to Congress about the worst-case needs in housing and requests for funding program, chronic underfunding is a huge problem. Programs such as the Economic Development Initiative (EDI) grant program ended in 2010 after losing funding. EDI was a competitive grant program administered by HUD to stimulate economic development through local governments and private sector parties which financed projects and activities that provided near-term economic benefits such as job creation or increases in the local tax base. These types of programs are important for the needs of low-income communities that lack economic investment. Appropriating more funds for place-based Initiatives could also lead to the expansion of the PZ initiative, allowing HUD (which administers urban designation) and USDA (which administers rural designations) to expand the allotted twenty designations. This will be especially important as the nation continues to experience demographic shifts and a rise in suburban poverty.

Looking Forward
As America’s urban cores continue to shift, it is important that the investments made by local, state, and federal governments acknowledge the needs of the public they serve. The research is clear that the unprecedented growth and rapid suburbanization of Latinos demonstrates profound changes in the diversity of populations and poverty in suburban and urban areas. Understanding these changes will help the federal government move forward and make smart investments in poverty stricken communities to not only alleviate the symptoms of poverty but to partner with and empower locals to have ownership of economic development in their communities.

The Promise Zone initiative is still in its nascent stage and can be adjusted to serve those that President Obama intended. By assessing the current impact on low-income communities of color that live in economically distressed neighborhoods, the federal government can better understand the communities in which it serves. Given this, the Promise Zone initiative’s urban criteria should include an increase of points for highest-need applicants, use the technical planning assistance provided by the federal government to build capacity in highest-need communities, award applicants who provide plans for preserving and creating affordable housing, and provide asset-based economic development plans for the communities they serve.
Endnotes


15 Harvard Joint Center for Housing Studies. America’s Rental Housing: Evolving Markets and Needs. Boston: Joint Center for Housing
Additionally, in 2012, more than half of renters were considered “cost burdened,” meaning more than 30 percent of their income is spent on housing. This is the greatest number of cost burdened renters on record.


Barrio is directly translated from Spanish to mean neighborhood but in this context barrios are considered low-income blighted Latino communities.


For the purposes of this paper, the second round PZ urban criteria application materials were used to assess whether the PZ initiative is doing enough for low-income communities that relate to neighborhood revitalization.
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Navigating the Ivy League: Funds of Knowledge and Social Capital of Undocumented Ivy League Students
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Abstract
This qualitative pilot study uses Coleman’s (1988) theory of social capital and Moll, Amanti, Neff & Gonzalez’ (1992) concept of funds of knowledge to examine how three high-achieving, 1.5 generation Mexican American students navigate their undergraduate studies at Ivy League institutions. Findings of this study suggest that while Ivy League institutions may remove the financial barrier to higher education for undocumented students, the negative ramifications of an undocumented status continue to affect the college experience of high-achieving students. In turn, students activate their social capital and use their funds of knowledge to overcome the negative effects of an undocumented status.

Sixty-five thousand undocumented students who have lived in the United States for five or more years graduate from high school each year, but only 7,000 to 13,000 of all undocumented students are enrolled in college throughout the country. In the summer of 2012, President Obama announced the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) that would grant hundreds of thousands of undocumented youths who met the criteria outlined in the policy deferment from deportation for two years and the opportunity to receive a work permit and social security number. This executive action introduced the opportunity for undocumented youths to join the mainstream institutions and come “out of the shadows” for a two-year, renewable period. However, this policy is not a silver bullet solution to the social and economic challenges undocumented students face. In the meantime, undocumented students attending American public schools continue to face socio-emotional, economic, and developmental barriers in their journey through the American education and economic system. Because of these challenges, few undocumented students enter higher education, and even fewer complete a bachelor’s degree. There are, nonetheless, undocumented students who enter higher education at the most prestigious universities in the country.

Purpose of the Study
Low-income, underrepresented students require a significant amount of resilience to enter and persist through higher education. Although families may have experiential and general knowledge about college, often the more formal procedural knowledge may be unfamiliar. For example, low socioeconomic students may not know how to fill out financial aid forms or may be unfamiliar with opportunities for early admission at private institutions. Navigating the educational pipeline requires additional creative solutions to the limitations posed by an undocumented status.
The purpose of this pilot study is to add to the body of literature, specifically as it relates to understanding the resources undocumented students use to navigate through college despite their lack of immigration status. This paper provides (1) a brief overview of the barriers that undocumented students face in accessing college, (2) the methodology and findings of a qualitative pilot study, and (3) a discussion of areas for further study.

**Theoretical Framework**
This paper uses James S. Coleman’s theory of social capital which he defines as “a variety of different entities” having the components of existing within social structures and facilitating “certain actions of actors [...] within the structure.” This framework is related to Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of social capital, defined as “the aggregate of the actual or potential resources which are linked to possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition.” Both of these conceptualizations highlight the importance of considering social interactions in positioning individuals for opportunities, specifically as it relates to employment and other processes that affect social status. The second theoretical framework used in this paper is the concept of funds of knowledge, the “historically accumulated and culturally developed bodies of knowledge and skills essential for household or individual functioning and well-being.” This combined framework allows for the examination of resources that students gain from their networks in high school and college. Furthermore, it allows for the identification of the resources that students bring with them from their home and upbringing, and it provides the backdrop and starting point from which to examine the processes of navigating resources in a way that results in academic achievement and advancement through higher education.

**Research Question**
This study will answer the following question: How do undocumented, high-achieving 1.5 generation Mexican American students utilize funds of knowledge and social capital to navigate through their undergraduate studies at Ivy League institutions?

**Overview of Research on Undocumented Students**

**Issues Negatively Affecting Undocumented Students**

*Social stigma and stress of being undocumented.*
William Perez finds that one of the biggest stress factors that undocumented youths must cope with is the fear of being deported to a country they may, at best, only vaguely remember.
This fear applies both to their own situation and that of their families, as undocumented children are often likely to have undocumented parents and/or other undocumented siblings. Anti-immigrant rhetoric in the news has labeled undocumented individuals as “law breakers,” “criminals,” and “illegals.” These labels often fuel feelings of shame and guilt in undocumented youths. Undocumented youths must deal with the transition into a new language, culture, community, and school and simultaneously grapple with higher “acculturative stress” than immigrants with legal status because of the stigma associated with their legal status, producing a stigmatized identity.

Poverty.
Although it is not atypical for immigrant families from underdeveloped countries to integrate into the lower socioeconomic bracket of society, youths who are undocumented and have undocumented parents are more likely to live in households with extreme poverty and may be unable to access even the most basic services, such as healthcare.

Barriers to higher education.
One of the greatest barriers to successful degree attainment is the limited access to financial aid available to undocumented students in comparison to the cost of enrolling and attending college. Although many states have enacted legislation that allow undocumented students who meet certain criteria (e.g., graduating from a local high school, length of residence in the state) and, most recently, students who have been approved for Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals the opportunity to pay in-state tuition, many of the students continue to be in the predicament of having attended K-12 in the United States but being considered within the international applicant pool when applying to college, resulting in higher tuition rates without prospects for financial aid.

College policies and practices may also discourage undocumented students from enrolling in higher education institutions. Student support services are often not readily available and staff does not understand how to classify or process applications from undocumented students correctly. Once enrolled, there may be little support and limited resources for students to address the impact of their undocumented status on their college experience. For undocumented students attending Ivy League colleges, most of the financial barriers to higher
education are eliminated because Ivy League institutions meet 100 percent of a family’s demonstrated financial aid need. However, the Ivy League represents and embodies enormous privilege with specific codes and rules of engagement often foreign to students of low socioeconomic status.

Methodology
The barriers that undocumented students face in an attempt to access higher education and obtain gainful employment are multifaceted. Research has documented these barriers and has also identified the resources that have helped some students to be resilient and successful. This study seeks to understand the funds of knowledge undocumented students bring onto the college campus and how they utilize these, as well as how they identify and use additional resources to help them be academically and professionally successful.

Research Design and Sample
This is a qualitative pilot study of three participants using semi-structured interviews. The study used purposive and snowball sampling to identify 1.5 generation Mexican American undocumented students who have graduated from an Ivy League college from 2012 to 2013 or are currently attending. The term “1.5 generation” refers to students who immigrated before their early teens but once they had knowledge of their home country; as such, these youths are able to acculturate with greater ease into American society while having knowledge of both the culture and language of their home country.17

The first participant was recruited through an e-mail to Harvard College’s Act on a DREAM student group. The two additional participants were referred to the study by the first. The three colleges represented are Harvard, Dartmouth, and Brown. Two male students participated: Cesar, Harvard College, and Carlos, Brown University. The female student, Paula, is from Dartmouth College. Names are pseudonyms to protect the identities of participants due to the sensitivity of their immigration status.

Measurement Tool
This is a qualitative pilot study using semi-structured interviews that allowed for flexibility in exploring specific and general experiences of students. The interview tool was developed by utilizing concepts of the funds of knowledge framework to form questions about students’ backgrounds and upbringing in a way that highlights the skills, knowledge, and resources they called upon while in college. The instrument also used the social capital framework to form questions regarding interactions in college and the information and resources gathered through these interactions.
Procedures
Two interviews were conducted via telephone and one interview was conducted via Skype over a span of two weeks in March 2014. Each interview lasted between fifty and sixty-five minutes. Interviewees were given an overview of the project purpose and of the structure of the interview at the beginning of the phone call.

Data Collection and Analysis
Phone calls and Skype interviews were recorded and then transcribed. Data was then analyzed using an analytic induction process.18 This process, thus, allows for identification of recurring common experiences between participants. Data was coded using a Microsoft Word table to categorize these recurring themes based on the sections set forth in the interview protocol.

Results and Discussion

“Hacerle la Lucha:”

Learning to Work Hard
The funds of knowledge framework calls for an examination of the activities and ideologies present within households that allow individual members of the household to function on a daily basis. In turn, these activities and values, though sometimes not recognized by mainstream institutions, play an important role in framing student success.19 This was the case for the three students interviewed in this project who made reference to the term *lucha*, meaning fight or struggle, as a constant theme that they learned from childhood. All three students used the term in verb form or accompanied by words that make the action a continuous endeavor. Carlos, for example, who came from a single-parent household, says:

> My mom had many jobs after my father was imprisoned and then deported. She babysat several kids in our apartment complex after school. We would help the younger kids with their homework and play with them. But, by that time, she had already gone to work as a dishwasher for a few hours at a Chinese food restaurant, and sometimes after the parents of the kids came to pick them up, she would go with my aunt to clean offices. If we were done with our homework, we could also go help out with the cleaning. This was junior high and high school. My mom would always say that there was always a way. We just had to, you know, hacerle la lucha—be willing to put in the work.

In Carlos’ experience, the concept of *lucha* was more than an abstract ideal. His participation was an integral part of the work that directly resulted in financial gains that advanced the well-being of his entire family. These experiences resulted in him experimentally obtaining knowledge (rather
than being told) about physical work, which developed in conjunction to his academic tasks, thus accumulating funds of knowledge related to student interests and participation in the household economy.\textsuperscript{20}

Similarly, Both Cesar and Paula also learned the concept of \textit{lucha} from advice received from their parents and from having to do various chores around the house after their homework was done, such as helping with house cleaning, cooking, and taking care of their siblings. All three students also recognized that their parents embodied the concept of “working hard,” sometimes having to juggle multiple jobs in order to make rent payments and be able to put food on the table, though in all three cases there was seldom enough for anything else. Similarly, Gerardo Lopez’s research on parent involvement in immigrant households finds that parental expectations and modeling of hard work have a positive effect on student achievement in the classroom.\textsuperscript{21} It was this relentless work ethic (though developed only out of necessity) that these students sought to imitate in the academic field.

\textbf{“They Believed in Me:”}

\textbf{ Institutional Agents Bridging Access to College}

The process of selecting the adult to whom to disclose their undocumented status included at least one general conversation about immigration issues and/or a first-hand reference by someone who validated the trustworthiness of the adult. Trust, or \textit{confianza}, is an important precursor to the transmission of funds of knowledge within households.\textsuperscript{22} For these students, such \textit{confianza} in their household resulted in the transmission of an entire way of living outside of the mainstream society. The students’ strategies required networks of information and actions around topics such as driver’s license checkpoints, school events, where to find jobs that paid in cash, where to find a job that did not conduct background checks, where to create fake identifications, etc.—all with the purpose of contributing to household finances.

When choosing to disclose their immigration status, all three students felt risk and the need to negotiate the sensitivity of this family “secret” with the potential of an immediate gain in the form of a path to college. At the beginning of his junior year, Cesar’s high school counselor approached him to inform him of his nomination for a school award. Cesar knew his counselor well, as his counselor was actively involved as an advisor of the Honor Society. On this particular occasion, Cesar “casually” brought up the case of Eric Balderas, a Harvard freshman, who over the summer had been detained by Immigration and Customs Enforcement while trying to board a plane back to Boston. After seeing the
high school counselor express positive sentiments for Eric’s release and for undocumented students in general, Cesar was “confident that he would try to help with this situation” and wrote him an e-mail disclosing his status as an undocumented student and detailing the research he had already done about college admissions and financial aid.

The experience was similar for Paula and Carlos. Paula confided in a teacher who taught her during both freshman and junior years of high school after overhearing him talk to another teacher about plans to monetarily support the previous year’s valedictorian, whose scholarship had been denied upon arrival at college. Afterward, Paula asked the teacher about his position on undocumented students and later turned in an assignment where she disclosed her status and her desire to attend Yale. Carlos, while a sophomore in high school, first consulted with an undocumented student from the previous class who was attending Rice University. The student introduced Carlos to the assistant principal who was familiar with the barriers and opportunities for undocumented students. Although not having previously interacted with this assistant principal, Carlos “knew it was safe because he had helped others in the same situation.” From this interaction, Carlos made it a point to update the assistant principal every semester and to seek him out once in a while. Carlos knew that by senior year, the assistant principal would be able to provide a good letter of recommendation for him. These adults “believed in [them],” which translated into concrete actions, such as calling college admissions staff to ask about the application and enrollment process for undocumented students, forwarding scholarship opportunities, editing essays, writing letters of recommendation on their behalf, and speaking to parents about the options their children had for a higher education. These actions turned these adults into institutional agents, having “the capacity and commitment to transmit directly, or negotiate the transmission of, institutional resources and opportunities.”

However, these adults also helped students develop the tools to go to college and intentionally seek out the networks and resources that may help them to continue to succeed. Cesar’s counselor instructed him to go to the Harvard Law School once he got to campus and ask what options existed for undocumented students, telling him that “Harvard has a worldwide network of powerful people. Use it to

“Low-income, underrepresented students require a significant amount of resilience to enter and persist through higher education.”
your advantage.” Similar suggestions were made to the other two students. In varying forms, each student was advised of the large amount of resources that existed on each campus, an important transmission of knowledge. Social capital is often transmitted with greater ease during high school in order to gain access to college, but students are often not taught to position themselves in networks and/or activate their networks to produce the social capital necessary to achieve post-baccalaureate educational or career goals.24

Navigating the Ivy League: Utilizing Forms of Capital and Funds of Knowledge in College

Navigating Institutional Structures

Cesar, Paula, and Carlos had confidence that their abilities as students and passion for their field would help them be academically successful. Cesar developed a strong relationship with one of his biochemistry professors. He first attended office hours with said professor, discussed class materials, and became a regular at professor-led study groups because he liked the professor’s personality and approachability. For him, it was important that the professor “knew [he] cared about the class and that [he] was a competent student, someone who was willing to work hard.” A relationship was built—the professor helped Cesar to choose a concentration that would help him focus on HIV/AIDS research without necessarily going into the pre-med track. Cesar’s own academic advisor played a lesser role in helping him understand course requirements, but he nevertheless had someone within the institution who consistently reminded him about class registration, recommended classes, and special events related to his field both on campus and in the greater Boston community.

Paula’s dorm advisor took on a similar role in helping her understand academic requirements and general institutional processes, especially as she worked towards modifying her major to combine two of her academic interests. The advisor was also instrumental in helping Paula reconnect with the financial aid office to request additional funding for a medical emergency that required her to be admitted at a hospital overnight in her sophomore year of college. Furthermore, Paula cites the relationships with her peers in her dorm as being important for her academic success because the interaction with more advanced students facilitated the sharing of knowledge about courses, volunteering and research opportunities, and extracurricular activities. It also provided for her a source of support from students who had already faced some of the academic decisions that she had to make. These types of
dorm interactions with peers and other members of the institution comprise another version of a “household” in which significant relationships are built with middle-class or upper-middle-class peers who have the ability to transmit “informational resources” that help these students be academically successful.

Converting Funds of Knowledge and Social Capital into Financial Capital

Although in all three cases students had a full tuition package to their respective college which covered tuition, fees, room and board, the financial award did not fully cover external social events or the occasional antojo, or craving, as Paula describes. To make up for this, students made use of their funds of knowledge and other forms of capital in a way that resulted in the acquisition of financial capital. Carlos, for example, responded to a listserv e-mail in his dormitory advertising a babysitter position for one of the tutors, paid in cash. He cited his experience as his mother’s assistant babysitter and suggested the added bonus of being able to offer tutoring to the children. Similarly, Paula, whose mother taught her to cook at a young age and had been responsible for cooking meals for her parents and siblings, “looked for a gig in the Hanover Craigslist that required similar skills.” She found a household asking for after school help for a new mother, requiring light cleaning and help cooking. Paula, using the Dartmouth College e-mail to “appear to be a legitimate and trustworthy candidate,” responded to the advertisement and was given a start date from the initial meeting. This was one way in which she used the institutionalized cultural capital that her status as Dartmouth College student afforded her in order to earn money, which can be a source of great difficulty for individuals who are undocumented.

Although they worked fifteen to twenty hours each week, including some nights and weekends, neither Carlos nor Paula report feeling resentful. On the contrary, they both view the experience as another facet of having to “work hard,” something they both recognize was intrinsically tied to their status as undocumented students. They felt, to an extent, fortunate that they had been able to find side jobs that did not question their immigration status, and they expressed their gratitude to their parents for having equipped them with non-academic skills that made it possible to find these jobs which, in turn, were important to help them afford social events/outings with their friends. In this instance, students were able to mobilize and convert their funds of knowledge and the social and cultural capital that they
accessed by being members of their respective institutions into economic gain. Through these type of conversions, under-represented students access and activate mechanisms that help them achieve their goals. These opportunities for capital exchange are limited and time sensitive, but for undocumented students, they can make all the difference.

Cesar’s relationship with his professor resulted in a position as a volunteer sex educator at a non-profit community organization in Boston. After volunteering for two months, he was offered a part-time stipend position to train new volunteers to teach the curriculum and do biweekly evaluations. He feels “extremely fortunate to have had this lucky break in a field that is tangentially related to what [he hopes] to do in the future.” He also recognizes that because he is undocumented, without that first e-mail from his professor to the community organization, he would have never been in a position to demonstrate his willingness to “work hard” and he would have never had the opportunity to earn money for something that could be placed on his resume for future opportunities. But, while students mobilized university resources to be academically successful and their own funds of knowledge in order to earn money, students still struggled to find institutional support to address the specific needs they had due to their immigration status.

Filling the Ivy Void: Social Media & the Undocumented Student Movement.
The students reported being able to talk to their advisors about academics, student life, and family updates, but none of them found a “right moment” to talk about their undocumented status extensively with these individuals. On the one hand, students appreciated having the possibility of focusing full-time on their academic interests. This internal focus and participation in rigorous classes in the company of other high achieving students can in turn help students develop an academic identity, which becomes an important protective factor that serves to offset the negative implications of an identity as an undocumented student. However, this structured and rigorous academic focus left little room for connecting with other undocumented students within the structure of their college experience. Therefore, all three students had to make additional efforts to seek out additional resources that may provide specific information about the way their status affected their student life, internship opportunities, and

“Biggest stress factors that undocumented youths must cope with is the fear of being deported.”
career prospects. Carlos was the only student who disclosed his status to someone he saw on a frequent basis.

Carlos disclosed his status to his sports coach due to the team travel requirements. Involvement in sports allowed him to “take a break” from the pressures of school, but he felt as if “being an undocumented student and being on the team were two different worlds.” Still, though Carlos felt that although his coach meant well and helped him through some difficult moments, he did not have the knowledge to be able to help him to address all the “emotional and psychological and economic concerns that come with being undocumented.” Because of this, Carlos went beyond the walls of Brown and became involved with a Providence student group that focused on the rights of undocumented students. Through his involvement, he became aware of the varying degrees of hardships faced by undocumented students and volunteered his time for local campaigns in an attempt to “give back to help others who did not have the immense privilege” he had. In return, he received social support and an understanding of the national undocumented student movement. This was key in reminding him that he was not alone on his journey.

In Hanover, New Hampshire, however, Paula perceived fewer resources for undocumented students. She, therefore, resorted to social media, primarily Facebook, to join the national network of undocumented students. She made contact with different clubs on the campuses of different schools and befriended a few students who appeared repeatedly on various online articles. Her purpose was “to find support, someone who understood what it meant to be afraid of traveling, someone who understood what it meant to have limited options for the future. In this sense, Dartmouth was very lonely.” Through internet research and Facebook, Paula developed close friendships with other students, some of whom she has yet to meet. But the constant communication and resource sharing between each other serves as an additional safety net for Paula.

Harvard College’s Act on a DREAM student group has been actively advocating for undocumented students within Harvard and in partnership with student groups at other Ivy League colleges. Cesar attends meetings and has been friends with the group’s leadership since he entered the college. However, even with a student group on campus comprised of both undocumented students and allies, he expresses a reality about undocumented students
on Ivy League campuses echoed by the two other students:

There is a strong void on campus. We have a group dedicated to mobilizing resources on behalf of undocumented students and the administration has been responsive, but it still feels lonely. We talk amongst each other; it’s hard to explain. Because of the nature of Harvard, our focus has to be on academics. One way or another, we have access to opportunities that others can only dream of. Academically, we are on top of our game, so it’s almost as if our identity as undocumented students is not relevant...only it’s very relevant. It’s who we are, even if it’s by circumstance. I’m grateful for DACA; it will give thousands the opportunity to reach new heights, but I’m also afraid that it will make our particular struggles a lot more irrelevant. These struggles are still very real.

Cesar’s words illustrate various forms of isolation that exist for undocumented students at these elite institutions and point to a world in which students must work hard on two separate facets of their life with different resources and strategies that do not necessarily intersect in the external world. Internally, students must make sense of their academic lives, which they share with a cohort of “high-achieving” peers, while needing to place their identity as undocumented students on pause. Students have to resume their undocumented identity when they fly back home for the summer and are faced with the same poverty and other family preoccupations that existed when they left home. Cesar, too, found comfort in attending several conferences and gatherings on the East Coast connected to the United We DREAM campaign and the DREAM Action Coalition, two major immigrant-youth-advocacy organizations. Yet, academic demands sometimes interfered with his involvement. Cesar, Paula, and Carlos felt it was imperative that they actively join their efforts with these larger movements in order to not be “silenced by the privilege that exists in these schools.”

**Conclusion and Implications**

Ivy League colleges can provide a respite for high-achieving undocumented students who may otherwise be unable to afford college. However, the experiences of these three students show that even without the preoccupation of college costs, undocumented students enrolled in these elite colleges continue to face significant struggles related to their immigration status. The following policy recommendations can be drawn from this study:

1. Institutions of higher learning that choose to admit undocumented students should be prepared to integrate these students into their
campus by providing specific resources that address their needs as undocumented students.

2. Institutions of higher learning also need to conduct post-DACA research to measure the impact of the policy on access to educational and employment opportunities and other resources while on campus and after degree attainment.

3. In addition to fostering academic identities and promoting higher education, high school teachers need to facilitate mechanisms for self-care and for the fulfillment of the most basic needs of students, such as adequate healthcare.

These policy recommendations can offset the negative effect of an undocumented status on the college experience of students. Otherwise, undocumented students will continue to be severely limited in their ability to incorporate into American society and in their ability to use the skills they develop through their tenacious struggle to acquire a college education and, in increasing cases, a graduate degree.
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Abstract
The Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) serves as a refundable tax credit for low-to moderate-income individuals and families. President Reagan, who significantly expanded the EITC, deemed it “the best anti-poverty, the best pro-family, the best job creation measure to come out of Congress.” In 2010, the EITC lifted roughly 5.4 million people out of poverty, including 3 million children. Despite its commendable accomplishments, the EITC has exclusionary effects on many Latina/o children in the United States. This article focuses on the negative consequences of this exclusion, and advocates for EITC recipient criteria to focus solely on the child.

Introduction
Latina/os constitute the biggest minority-majority in the United States and are major contributors to the US economy. In 2013, Latina/os had an estimated spending power of more than $605 billion, which is equivalent to almost one out of every ten dollars of disposable income in the country. The purchasing power of Latina/os is expected to reach $1.7 trillion by 2019 and keep growing exponentially in the coming decades. The Latina/o household income is also trending upward. Data analysis from the US Census Bureau exhibited that Latina/
os were the first ethnic group to show an increase in median real incomes since the economic crisis of 2008. Specifically, between 2012 and 2013, the median household income for Latina/os rose by 3.5 percent, reaching $40,963, while all other ethnic groups saw little to no statistical gains. Latina/os are nearly 16 percent of—or about twenty-five million—workers in the US labor force. In 2014 Latina/os had the greatest participation rate in the US workforce with more than 65 percent working or actively looking for a job. Latina/o entrepreneurship is also on the rise. In 2013, sales receipts of Latina/o owned businesses in the United States totaled almost $470 billion. Latina/os, both native and foreign-born, account for a growing contribution to US tax revenue. In 2013, Latina/os household contributed more than $190 billion to US revenues as a whole. Although Latina/os are fast becoming significant economic players in the United States, economic issues in the Latina/o community arguably continue to be often overlooked. One such issue with tremendous political and economic impact is the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC), which can have a positive effect on Latina/o children and their parents/guardians. Currently, US-born children with one or more undocumented parents, the majority of whom are Latino/a, are excluded from the benefits of the EITC program. This paper is aimed at presenting the historical background of the EITC, identifying the current issue as it relates to the Latina/o community, examining how this exclusionary effect exists, and proposing changes to eligibility requirements that should be considered to remedy this exclusion and help break the cycle of poverty for thousands of children.

Federal EITC

EITC History
The idea of the EITC first emerged in the 1960s during debates regarding the issue of poverty. In August 1969, President Richard Nixon proposed the Family Assistance Plan (FAP), which was designed to guarantee cash income to all families as an alternative to public assistance (e.g., welfare). The objective behind this proposal was to “ensure an income foundation throughout every section of America for all parents who cannot adequately support themselves and their children.” Despite initial support, FAP failed. In 1974, Senator Russell Long developed an alternative proposal to FAP—a tax credit for employed, low-income taxpayers. In essence, this was considered a government sponsored “work bonus.” Initially the House of Representatives rejected this proposal, but as a result of President Ford’s call for stimulative tax cuts, Congress eventually enacted Senator Long’s proposal as part of the Tax
Reduction Act of 1975. This “work bonus” became known as the Earned Income Tax Credit. The EITC was described by the Senate committee report in the following manner:

This new refundable credit will provide relief to families who currently pay little or no income tax. These people have been hurt the most by rising food and energy costs. Also, in almost all cases, they are subject to the social security payroll tax on their earnings. Because it will increase their after-tax earnings, the new credit, in effect, provides an added bonus or incentive for low-income people to work, and therefore, should be of importance in inducing individuals with families receiving Federal assistance to support themselves. Moreover, the refundable credit is expected to be effective in stimulating the economy because the low-income people are expected to spend a large fraction of their increased disposable incomes.

The EITC was made permanent through the Tax Reform Act of 1986, thus demonstrating President Reagan’s emphasis on the EITC’s importance. Although the credit helped families prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1986, there were concerns that inflation reduced the value of the credit. Moreover, given the increase of income due to inflation, many families that needed the credit were no longer eligible for it. Through the tax reform of 1986, President Reagan proposed to increase the EITC and index it for inflation in future years.

EITC expansion between 1984 and 1996 boosted the work effort of parents, particularly single mothers. Single mothers accounted for more than half of the large increase in employment among Americans during that period. The most significant gain in employment attributable to EITC occurred among mothers with young children and mothers with low education. According to University of Chicago economist Jeffrey Grogger, EITC expansions in the 1990s “appear to be the most important single factor in explaining why female family heads increased their employment over 1993–1999.”

EITC Today & the Issue
The EITC today is often referred to by policy makers as the “nation’s largest federal anti-poverty program.” In 2010, the EITC lifted roughly 5.4 million people out of poverty, including 3 million children. The EITC has been credited for improving the lives of poor children and promoting work. Today, in order to qualify for the EITC, individuals must care for a qualifying child, along with personally meeting statutory criteria. A qualifying child must meet all of the following tests: (1) age, (2) relationship, (3) residency, and (4) joint tax return. The age criterion states that by the end of the tax year, the qualifying child must
either be under the age of 19 or be a full-time student under the age of 24. The relationship criterion is defined as the child being the son, daughter, stepchild, eligible foster child, or a descendant of the taxpayer. To satisfy the residency requirement, the child must have lived with the taxpayer in the United States for more than half the year. Finally, for the joint tax return test, the child must have not filed his/her own tax return.

After determining if the taxpayer parent has a qualifying child, he or she must then meet certain statutory criteria required to be able to claim this credit. To claim EITC on a personal tax return, a parent must have a Social Security Number (SSN) that is valid for employment, must have earned income by working for someone else or running a business, and must be a full-time US citizen or resident alien.

The criterion about the parents’ full-time US citizenship or resident alien status is what presents the issue that affects Latina/o children. Section 7701(b)(1)(A) of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC) presents three tests to determine if an individual qualifies as a resident alien: (1) a green card test, (2) an election test, and (3) a substantial presence test. Under the green card test, an individual is considered a resident alien from the day that he or she is admitted to the United States as a lawful permanent resident (that is, given a “green card”) until the day that this status is officially revoked or judicially found to be abandoned. While the alien officially has lawful permanent resident status, he or she is considered a US tax resident even while living outside the United States. Under the substantial presence test, an individual must meet the following conditions to be considered a resident alien: he or she must be physically present in the United States for thirty-one days in the current year, and he or she must be physically present in the United States for a weighted average of 183 days over a three-year testing period that comprises the current and the two preceding years. Days of US presence are computed under a weighting formula that counts the following non-exempt days of presence: (1) all days in the current year plus (2) one-third of the days in the preceding year plus (3) one-sixth of the days in the second preceding year. If the alien has been lawfully admitted in the United States for permanent residence, he or she is a resident alien. Therefore, for the purposes of the EITC credit, undocumented individuals are not considered resident aliens.

Undocumented immigrants constitute 11.9 million individuals in the United States, which remains an ongoing political and policy issue. About three-quarters of the undocumented population are Latina/os. Many of these undocumented individuals are also married to US citizens or resident
aliens, creating a “mixed-status” family. The undocumented status of one spouse bars the married couple from receiving the benefits of the EITC. Seventy-three percent of undocumented immigrants’ or mixed-status families’ children are born in the United States, making them citizens of this country.

The number of US-born children in mixed-status families has expanded from 2.7 million in 2003 to 4 million in 2008. Given the requirements to receive EITC, these four million, of which three million are Latina/o children, are not receiving the benefit that they are meant to receive, due to their parents’ legal status as undocumented immigrants. The EITC is intended to have the salutary effects of lifting families out of poverty, yet millions of children who are supposed to benefit from this credit are remaining below the poverty level.

The only alternative is an illegal one: to file as head of household. Having to choose between filing fraudulently in their tax return or give up thousands of dollars that they should be receiving for their children is a difficult decision for parents and one that, arguably, they shouldn’t have to make.

EITC Recommendations

Increase the Eligibility of EITC
Given this incidental yet critical exclusion of benefits to millions of Latina/o children, it is imperative that changes in the EITC eligibility be implemented. President Obama has discussed policy changes on the EITC, but none address this exclusion of US-born children whose parents are undocumented. In March 2014, President Obama made an announcement about his intention to expand the EITC. His proposal called to address the problems with the current childless worker EITC, recommended the maximum credit to about $1,000, and suggested increasing the income level at which the credit is fully phased out at $18,000. Although this will help lift many children out of poverty, Latina/o children with undocumented parents will still be deprived of this benefit. This deprivation affects more than just household income; there are implications for education and public health. According to the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, the EITC’s income-boosting measures improve education outcomes for young children in low-income households. For every $1,000 increase in annual income for children ages two to five years, school performance on variety of measures, including standardized test scores, improves. Studies also show that children of families with more income from refundable credits will do better in school, and are more likely to attend college and earn more as adults—likely breaking the cycle of poverty. Furthermore, those same
children are more likely to avoid the earliest onset of disabilities and other illnesses associated with child poverty.\textsuperscript{39}

With millions of Latina/o children missing out on this critical economic resources that has implications on their education and healthcare, it is time to change the criteria applicable to qualify for this credit. The burden should not be on the parent per se; it should take into account the immigration status of the child. If he or she is a qualifying child, then the parent, regardless of their migratory status, should be able to receive that tax credit for the sake of the child. By making the criterion rest on the child alone, and not the parent, it would be harmonious with the legislative intent of the bill, lifting children out of poverty. To receive the EITC, the child must be a US citizen, national, or resident alien (which includes those with temporary status, such as beneficiaries of the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program).

\begin{quote}
“The EITC is intended to have salutary effects of lifting families out of poverty, yet millions of children who are supposed to benefit from this credit are remaining below the poverty level.”
\end{quote}

**Rebutting Misconceptions**

The proposed expansion of the EITC would not be without opposition. Giving money to undocumented parents of children with lawful status in this country is often seen as giving money to those who do not contribute to the US economic system.\textsuperscript{40} Although this misconception is mainstream, it is without merit. Recent studies have debunked this myth. A fifty-state analysis by the Institute of Taxation and Economic Policy found that roughly 8.1 million of the 11.4 million undocumented immigrants who work paid more than $11.8 billion in state and local taxes in 2012.\textsuperscript{41} Broken down, this figure includes $7.0 billion in sales and excise taxes, $3.6 billion in property taxes, and $1.1 million in personal income taxes. Although exact numbers for federal taxes are not available at the moment, undocumented immigrants pay income taxes as well, as evidenced by the Social Security Administration’s “suspense file.” A “suspense file” is where taxes cannot be matched to the workers’ names and SSNs, which is mostly due to undocumented workers using fake SSNs. The “suspense file” grew by $20 billion between 1990 and 1998.\textsuperscript{42} From 2000 to 2010, the total number of mismatched wages reported doubled, jumping 97 percent from about 52 million reported from 1990 to 1999 to 102.6 million from 2000 to 2010.\textsuperscript{43} Many undocumented parents, like many US citizens, pay their federal and state income taxes
through wage withholding. Experts suggest that approximately 75 percent of working-age, undocumented aliens use fraudulent SSNs to obtain employment. To receive a refund of any overpayment of their federal and state income taxes, they are required to file tax returns requesting refunds. However, undocumented immigrants must file their tax returns with an Individual Taxpayer Identification Number (ITIN) because they do not qualify for a SSN. Because of the misperception of abuse of this number, obtaining an ITIN is not a simple task. Whereas a SSN is issued to all US citizens immediately at birth, an ITIN must be obtained through an onerous application process requiring original identification documents, which might not be readily accessible. Since 2012, the IRS required ITIN applicants to provide either original documents such as passports, ID cards, and birth certificates or certified copies to accompany the ITIN application. Applicants usually must visit their home-countries’ embassies or consulates to obtain these materials, making it a time-consuming and expensive process. The difficulty in obtaining an ITIN, combined with the lack of access to and intimidation by federal, state, and local income tax systems and government officials, results in millions of undocumented immigrants simply not filing tax returns. Therefore, these taxpayers have very likely overpaid their federal and state tax liabilities.

Another consideration should be on the long-term consequences by not imposing this change. As alluded to earlier, poverty-stricken children benefit from their parents receiving the EITC. Depriving this group of children access to the EITC ensures they are deprived of the health and educational benefits derived by this credit. For children in low-income families, a $3,000 increase in family income between a child’s prenatal year and his/her fifth birthday results in an average of a 17 percent increase in annual earnings and an additional 135 hours of work when they become adults. By not investing in this group of children that are deprived of the EITC, we are not giving them a chance to succeed as any other US citizens who do benefit from the EITC. They may end up becoming another statistic, dependent on government programs in their adulthood. We should invest in these kids to ensure that they reach their God-given potential, “With millions of Latina/o children missing out on this critical economic resources that has implications on their education and healthcare, it is time to change the criteria applicable to qualify for this credit.”
and hopefully one day they will pay back into the system after achieving success in their careers.

Conclusion/Policy
Benefits of Expanding EITC
The EITC has long provided supplemental income for low-income taxpayers. This credit is not merely a giveaway; it requires that taxpayers enter the workforce. The EITC has arguably been a successful program in lifting many families out of poverty. However, the EITC is not without its flaws. Millions of children that should be benefitting from this credit are excluded because of their parents’ legal status (or lack thereof) in this country. Although the recent Deferred Action for Parents of Americans and Lawful Permanent Residents (DAPA) executive order will provide undocumented parents with valid SSNs and enable them to claim the EITC to help their children, many other children whose parents do not qualify to receive a SSN under the new immigration executive order will be deprived of this benefit. Moreover, DAPA’s constitutionality is still being litigated in the courts. The EITC is meant to help lift children out of poverty and put them on equal footing with their counterparts. With the current statutory criteria of the EITC, this is not possible, and expansion for the requirements to be eligible for the EITC should be implemented. Without it millions of American children, particularly those of Latina/o descent, will be deprived of this crucial benefit.
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Abstract
In its current form, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) fails to require state educational agencies (SEAs) or local educational agencies (LEAs) to provide families with information regarding post-secondary attainment. The limited access to college knowledge is one of various factors that contribute to the reduced post-secondary enrollment rates among Latinos. The reauthorization of ESEA provides an opportunity for Congress to improve Latino enrollment rates by strengthening the parental involvement provisions already present in the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB), the most recent reauthorization of ESEA. By amending the legislation to incorporate crucial language on parental engagement, Congress will provide SEAs and LEAs with important guidance regarding the type of engagement that should be taking place. This summit will bring together experts to discuss the importance of developing the whole child and highlight the role that parent engagement plays in student college attainment.

Introduction
The lack of cultural capital—defined as high-status cultural signals used in cultural and social selection—in the realm of post-secondary education
has long since represented a barrier to entry in low-income communities. In its current form, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) fails to require state educational agencies (SEAs) or local educational agencies (LEAs) to provide families with information regarding post-secondary attainment. In a 2002 study, the Tomás Rivera Policy Institute surveyed 1,054 Latino parents from across the country and assessed their college knowledge. The results of the study revealed that nearly 66 percent of the parents surveyed failed the college knowledge test. The high rate of failure on this assessment draws attention to the challenges facing many Latino parents across the country. College knowledge is a form of cultural capital that many Latino parents do not have access to. Failure to access this knowledge could drastically limit a student’s chances of attending a college. The reauthorization of ESEA provides an opportunity for Congress to improve Latino enrollment rates by strengthening the parental involvement provisions already present in the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB), the most recent reauthorization of ESEA. By amending the legislation to incorporate crucial language on parental engagement, Congress will provide SEAs and LEAs with important guidance regarding the type of engagement that should be taking place.

Latinos and Academic Barriers

According to Excelencia in Education’s 2015 factbook, “by 2060, Latinos are projected to represent more than one-third of all U.S. children. Of the total population under the age of 14, Latinos will represent 38%, compared to Whites (33%), African Americans (13%), and Asians (7%).” With the US Latino population slated to grow exponentially over the next century, it is imperative that we equip students with the skills necessary to compete in a twenty-first-century global economy. A 2014 study, produced by Burning Glass Technologies—a Boston-based labor market analytics firm—states, “increasingly, employers are seeking baccalaureate talent for what have been sub-baccalaureate jobs.” This hiring trend highlights the importance of college attainment for current and future generations of Latinos. Despite the recent jump in Latino college enrollment rates, as a subgroup, Latino students still fall behind their peers in various categories.

In 2010, 71 percent of Latino high school students graduated within four years of enrolling in high school, compared to Asians (94 percent), Whites (83 percent), and African Americans (66 percent). The retention of nearly one-third of all Latino students is an indication of a larger systemic problem. Many parents do not know what their children need to do in school and
how to ensure their children are on an educational track that will lead to college. Although many Latino students have aspirations of attending college, a lack of guidance could lead them to encounter various obstacles. University of Georgia professor Yvette Q. Getch identifies three major barriers to achieving at a high academic level: “the lack of teacher support, the lack of school counselor involvement, and students being left on their own to figure out the process.” These obstacles can hinder student achievement and ultimately limit a student’s post-secondary opportunities. However, if a parent were to possess the necessary cultural capital, they could advocate on behalf of their child to ensure that they were receiving quality teacher and counselor support. Unfortunately, too many students lack such advocates and are forced to suffer the consequences.

The Challenge with Nurturing Latino Educational Aspirations

The presence or absence of key academic interventions—good teachers/counselors, a challenging curriculum, strong support services—during a student’s schooling can determine whether a student will have the opportunity to apply to college or not. In order to make the successful transition from high school to college, Latino youths need to move through a series of milestones and prerequisites. These milestones often bring a series of tough questions, which parents and students must navigate through. The ability to utilize counselors, teachers, and college representatives as information sources is associated with increasing college knowledge and can prove helpful when making tough academic choices. However, Latino students and parents must also contend with societal pressures when reaching these milestones. Patricia Gándara of the Civil Rights Project at UCLA argues, “Societal beliefs about the intellectual or cultural inferiority of Latinos can result in both constrained opportunities and choices.” Although Latino parents may have high aspirations for their children, opposing societal expectations of what their children are likely to achieve often moderate or stifle these aspirations. Many Latino students struggle to effectively navigate the series of milestones they face before applying to college, and this can negatively shape their college aspirations.

Teachers and counselors can send
both verbal and non-verbal messages to students about the amount of confidence they have in their abilities.\textsuperscript{11} “Grubb (2001) indicated that school counselors treat low-income and minority students as academically incapable and steer them towards less rigorous academic or vocational programs.”\textsuperscript{12} This biased approach can lead to larger systemic problems. New York University professor Pedro Noguera explains, “The rewards of education—namely, acquisition of knowledge and skills and ultimately, admission into a post-secondary institution, and a good paying job—keep the system of education running. If students are not receiving the benefits of the education system, they have little incentive to comply with the system.”\textsuperscript{13} The lack of discussion around the topic of post-secondary attainment can have a negative impact on students. In failing to discuss post-secondary attainment with Latino students, teachers and counselors could be conveying a non-verbal message that negatively shapes the self-perceptions of the very students they seek to help. Negative self-perceptions can hurt student academic performance; this phenomenon is known as \textit{stereotype threat theory}. As defined by University of California, Berkeley, professor Claude Steele, “\textit{Stereotype threat} is being at risk of confirming, as self-characteristic, a negative stereotype about ones group.”\textsuperscript{14} The threat of confirming the stereotype creates a vulnerability that can hinder performance and lead to low academic achievement in those affected.

Gándara’s premise argues that societal beliefs about Latino students can lead to constraints on their aspirations. Despite being the largest minority group, Latino students have one of the lowest four-year high school graduation rates of any minority group at 71 percent.\textsuperscript{15} These low four-year graduation rates support the idea that an overwhelming percentage of Latino students are facing academic challenges. These academic challenges are important because the enrollment of Latino youths in higher education is not a single, discrete event that occurs in the last year of high school. Getting accepted into college is but one step in a long journey of events that begins in middle school.\textsuperscript{16} If Latino graduation rates are among the lowest of any subgroup, it may be indicative of a larger systemic problem that goes far beyond pure academics. The Department
of Education Office of Civil Rights (OCR) investigated student participation in gifted and talented courses and they found that only 17 percent of the students enrolled in gifted and talented courses were Hispanic, whereas White students represented 60 percent. The data demonstrates that Latino students are largely under-represented in gifted and talented courses. This low level of representation speaks to a larger trend that consistently finds Latino students towards the bottom of most college preparatory metrics. If key recommendations are adopted, a more concerted effort to engage parents could lead to drastic changes in these college preparatory metrics.

**Parental Involvement is Essential to Post-Secondary Education Opportunities**

Parental involvement improves student academic performance, attendance, and graduation rates. It also reduces at-risk behaviors, such as alcohol and drug use. The Consortium for Appropriate Dispute Resolution in Special Education (CADRE) identifies that the most promising opportunities for student achievement occur when families, schools, and community organizations work together. Changing the parental engagement language currently in ESEA will help to encourage increased collaboration and hopefully improve student achievement.

The systemic threats facing students skew the perceptions of Latino student ability. By matching parental aspirations with teachers, college knowledge, and positive expectations, students stand a greater chance of success. Parents play a pivotal role in the development of student aspirations. Therefore, parental involvement efforts must be intentional with regards to the dissemination of college knowledge.

The lack of cultural capital, as it pertains to knowledge of the education system, limits access to college knowledge.
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The systemic threats facing students skew the perceptions of Latino student ability. By matching parental aspirations with teachers, college knowledge, and positive expectations, students stand a greater chance of success. Parents play a pivotal role in the development of student aspirations. Therefore, parental involvement efforts must be intentional with regards to the dissemination of college knowledge.

The lack of cultural capital, as it pertains to knowledge of the education system, limits access to college knowledge.

Johns Hopkins University professor Cheryl Holcomb-McCoy explains, “Recent college choice studies have examined parents’ cultural and social capital as determinants of college access and school counselors as a source of social capital in the college application process.” When surveyed, Latino parents overwhelmingly mentioned counselors and teachers as their primary channel for information on post-secondary education. Separately, in a 2010 study examining counselors’ beliefs, Holcomb-McCoy explains that counselors believe working with parents on college opportunities is a major part of their job. Despite this
belief, a majority of counselors reported that they “sometimes” conference with parents and almost “never” organize volunteer activities for parents. If counselors are a parent’s primary source of college knowledge, steps should be taken to support the acquisition of college knowledge. Federal law should provide guidance in the form of targeted language in ESEA. This language should encourage SEAs to prioritize parental engagement and help LEAs focus on developing the college knowledge of their parents. There are examples of parents, schools, and community organizations coming together to improve student achievement through increased parent engagement.

NCLR’s Program Demonstrates Parental Involvement Affects Successful Outcomes
The National Council of La Raza’s (NCLR) Padres Comprometidos program, serves as an example of what can happen when specific attention is given to involving parents in their children’s education from preschool through high school. The program works to build the capacity of Latino parents to acquire the skills they need to engage with schools and develop the skills necessary to play a role in preparing their children for college. An independent evaluation of the Padres Comprometidos program found that involvement in the program resulted in changes in parents’ perception and knowledge, relationships with their children, and relationships with schools. Following the program, parents understood the importance of maintaining a high GPA, taking advanced placement courses, and tapping into federal and local resources to pay for college.23 This program demonstrates how an increased focus on parental involvement can lead to positive outcomes for the student and the parent. The positive outcomes of this program highlight why there is a need for specific language within ESEA that encourages not only parental involvement but also a specific focus on engaging parents with information regarding college attainment.

Parent Engagement in Current Law and Opportunities to Make Improvements
Current laws like NCLB put forth provisions that seek to enhance parental involvement. Yet, policies still fail to address the lack of cultural capital possessed by Latinos and individuals from low-income backgrounds. Much of the federal policy on parental involvement is very broad despite recent efforts to focus more on parental engagement. The Department of Education released a “Parent Involvement Guidance” document that states, “when schools collaborate with parents to help their children learn and when parents participate in school activities and
decision-making about their children’s education, children achieve at higher levels.”

It is extremely important that the Department of Education acknowledges the impact parents have on student achievement, but it stops shy of addressing the importance of collaboration between families and schools. It is this collaborative effort that would be elevated if schools were charged with creating engagement around the conversation of college knowledge.

More recently, the Department of Education made parental involvement and college readiness the centerpiece of its “principles for improving student academic achievement and increasing the quality of instruction.” In the department’s first principle under ESEA Flexibility, they state:

To ensure that its college- and career-ready standards are truly aligned with postsecondary expectations, and to provide information to parents and students about the college-readiness rates of local schools, an SEA must annually report to the public on college-going and college credit-accumulation rates for all students and student subgroups in each LEA and each high school in the State.

This excerpt is a step in the right direction with regards to increasing college knowledge through parental involvement. Section 1118 of NCLB and principle 1 of ESEA Flexibility laid the framework for a more expansive approach to parental involvement. In particular, Sec. 1118 provides room for additional legislative recommendations specifically designed to increase parental involvement and college readiness knowledge.

Recommendations

The reauthorization of ESEA provides an opportunity for Congress to improve Latino enrollment rates by strengthening the parental involvement provisions and making them more representative of the need for expanded effort to disseminate college knowledge to parents. The following provisions would help establish a strong parental role in the education of children across the American education system:

1. The reauthorization of ESEA should amend Sec. 1118 by inserting a new provision that encourages LEAs to provide guidance on the various secondary education opportunities that could better prepare
students for post-secondary education. College attainment is not an individual event; it is instead the culmination of a series of choices that begin early on in a student’s life. It is important for schools to assist parents as best they can, by providing them with information on these important events. This is critical for parents who may not be familiar with secondary education opportunities. The proposed language below seeks to provide LEAs with guidance in this area:

Amend. P.L.107-110, after Sec.1118 (a)(2)(F), insert:(G)

(G) Provide parents with information on how to navigate the various secondary education opportunities that may help students prepare for post-secondary education. Including but not limited to, providing information on the Gifted and Talented program, Magnet program, International Baccalaureate program, and Advanced Placement courses.

Providing parents with information on secondary education opportunities could effectively shape the decisions of parents when selecting a school or when helping select their children’s classes. By enhancing parental cultural capital, LEAs could increase student attainment by better preparing parents for these life events.

2. The reauthorization of ESEA should amend Sec. 1118 by inserting a new provision that encourages LEAs to provide parents with college knowledge. It is important for parents to be aware of the different steps involved in the college attainment process. The research has shown that students achieve at higher levels when parents, schools, and community organizations work in collaboration to advance the needs of the whole child. Currently, there is a gap that exists between parents and counselors that is the result of poor parental engagement regarding issues of college attainment. The introduction of new language in ESEA could bridge the gap. The language below seeks to provide states and LEAs with the guidance necessary to help improve student achievement:

Amend. P.L.107-110, after Sec.1118 (a)(2)(G), insert:(H)

(H) Provide parents with adequate information regarding how to navigate various post-secondary opportunities. Including but not limited to, registering for college enrollment exams (i.e., PSAT, SAT, ACT, etc.), applying to two- and four-year institutions, and applying for financial aid.

By providing parents with adequate college knowledge, LEAs can increase graduation rates and the rates of college enrollment.

These provisions seek to bring visibility to parental involvement as
an area of improvement for school leaders. The hope is to bring attention to the importance of college knowledge and the need for direct involvement between schools and parents. These recommendations do not seek to limit local control over when and how to engage parents on these issues. Instead, the goal is to empower local districts to develop creative new ways to engage parents on the importance of college knowledge and empower families to prepare for these important life events.

The two recommendations above assume that the reauthorization of ESEA would follow the current layout of the 2001 No Child Left Behind Act. If the reauthorization of ESEA should drastically reshape the 2001 version of the bill in a way that would not permit the above recommendations to be implemented, it is important that any bill voted on maintain certain important elements. Therefore, any reauthorized version of ESEA should contain:

- specific language that requires states hold LEAs accountable for developing a parental engagement plan;
- state-developed strategies for supporting LEAs in the development and implementation of new parental engagement practices;
- language that calls for LEAs to develop parental engagement practices that focus on increasing the college knowledge of its parents.

If Congress fails to maintain the framework of the 2001 version of ESEA, it is imperative that any reauthorized version of ESEA retains protections for parents. The research demonstrates that there is a need for collaboration between schools and parents. Any efforts to roll back the progress that has been made over the years would only serve to further alienate the nation’s most vulnerable populations.

Conclusion

By 2060, Latinos are projected to represent more than one-third of all US children. In order to avoid creating a subclass of citizens, it is important that we decrease Latino attrition in our nation’s high schools and increase the rate of enrollment into our nation’s colleges and universities. The research shows that parental engagement can increase students’ chances of going to college. Unfortunately, when surveyed, 66 percent of the Latino parents lacked the essential college knowledge—advanced learning and coursework opportunities from grade school to high school, awareness of college entrance exams, college application processes and timelines, and financial aid options—necessary to help in their children’s college preparation process. Programs like NCLR’s Padres Comprometidos demonstrate the positive effect that a concerted effort to increase parental engagement can have on parents’ ability to support their children in post-secondary access and achievement. Current legislation fails to
provide specific language that calls for the dissemination of college knowledge through parental engagement. If applied, the recommended amendments to ESEA or other legislative efforts will lead LEAs to better focus their parental engagement efforts on improving the college knowledge of parents. This new focus on college knowledge will help parents better guide their children through the college application process and improve Latino college enrollment numbers across the nation.

Endnotes
4 Glass, Burning. “Moving the Goalposts: How Demand for a Bachelor’s Degree is Reshaping the Workforce.” (2014).
10 Gándara, Patricia. «Latino Achievement: Identifying Models That Foster Success.»
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An (Im)possible Life: Poesía y Testimonio in the Borderlands by Elvira Prieto (2015) is a testimonio grounded in an oral tradition of sharing, revealing, and healing—an indigenous way of connecting lives and stories across generations throughout the Americas. Like Elvira, other Chicana/Latina feminists also use creative writing, lived experiences, and papelitos guardados in the telling of testimonios—politically urgent life stories—in an effort to promote conscious engagement with issues of difference, power, and inequality. As such, testimonio serves to inform US policy related to education, gender, domestic violence, farm worker rights, immigration, and child sexual abuse.¹

Testimonio then, names the workings and abuses of institutional power, the human costs, and our collective sobrevivencia (survival and beyond). Latina and women of color creative writers, artists, intellectuals, and scholar/activists make the case for the intensely political nature of our creative and professional work. Through our stories, we bear witness to our unique and collective experiences as racialized/ethnicized women in the United States. Different from Compared to the traditional genre of testimonio, Latina/Chicana feminist testimoniantes bear witness to each other as interlocutors through our own voice and authoring.²

In her testimonio, Elvira breaks with
traditional patriarchal Mexican American family values of “rules of conduct and behavior,” particularly for women, by having the courage to tell her truth, however painful it may be for her and for her family members to hear. This auto-ethnographical memoir emphasizes the work that remains in advocating for public policy change that affects farmworkers, the educational system, domestic violence, and child abuse in this country. The title refers to breaking through sociopolitical boundaries and borders through poetry and testimonio. In surviving the terrible conditions in the labor fields, the experience of a racialized and unequal educational system, gendered violence, and child sexual abuse, Prieto demonstrates to her readers what is possible with love and forgiveness. Her work delineates culture, gender, racial, and socioeconomic disparities while simultaneously creating a space to express the need for social and political justice through her beautiful prose.

Elvira’s Prose Is Simultaneously Heartbreaking, Honest, and Inspiring
Her history and lived experience through heritage in creating “self” is the most inspiring part of this book. For her, becoming is a matter of choice: will she identify herself with her mother’s people, the Tarahumara Indian, or will she associate herself with her father’s colonial patriarchal Spanish clan? Prieto manages to show the limitations of either option, attempting to answer the question of becoming a woman on her own terms. Ultimately she rejects the patriarchal colonial tradition and chooses to create a new, healthier path for her and the future of her family. Elvira courageously chooses not to act from the wounds inflicted by her family but instead illustrates that she posts no limits for the human experience and her future. The cover of this memoir is a beautiful photo that defines what is yet to come. The photo on the front cover is her maternal grandmother, Doña Lolita, holding four children with one on the way as she is pregnant with Elvira’s mother.

The first part of the memoir takes place within the greater San Joaquin Valley in California, also known as the breadbasket of the world, where thousands of undocumented and documented workers have labored in the fields from sunset to sunrise picking...
fruits and vegetables. Since the beginning of the Bracero Program in 1942, farmworkers have been pulled from Mexico to labor in the agriculture fields where no US citizen wants to work. The Bracero Program brought Prieto’s grandfathers to different parts of the United States, eventually to California where Elvira was born. Her writing underscores US policy that profits off the maltreatment of farmworkers who contribute to our country’s labor force. Despite their contributions, farmworkers earn minimal wages in deplorable working and living conditions, including the spraying of pesticides. The poisonous pesticide spray contributes to the industrialization of agriculture, making the production of fruits and vegetables profitable at the cost of some of the most marginalized human beings in the United States.

Prieto exquisitely illustrates her experience as a young farmworker girl in a short story called “En El Fil” (In The Field). Readers will feel transferred into the grape fields and sense how her body and spirit is battered in the 117-degree weather amongst the rows of grapes while working alongside her father, earning twelve cents per box at the age of twelve. In the field, Prieto has to prove she is stronger than her male counterparts in order to receive her father’s acceptance. This is the beginning of various health problems—such as asthma, back strains, and bone strains—as well as psychological and spiritual trauma that Prieto endures as a result of her time in the fields. This story is of millions of farmworkers enduring horrific conditions to make a living in the United States. Undocumented workers, women, and children face the most severe conditions as farmworkers. Many children leave school to work in the fields because they must help to sustain their families. Underage children are still working as migrant workers today instead of attending school. Prieto was fortunate to have a mother who advocated for her education and a father who allowed her and her siblings to attend school while still working in the fields.

Schooled in a Racist and Gender-Biased Educational Climate, Women Still Prevail

Prieto subverts the dichotomy of remaining within the colonizing pa-
triarchal system or breaking out of it by showing different possibilities for herself through her short stories and poetry. These choices are represented through the peripheral indigenous other. Throughout the text, stories of her mother and father’s heritage are represented and countered against the other. Her father’s family is Mexican Catholic, while her mother’s side of the family practices traditional indigenous ceremonial ways. The matrilineal line of the indio alludes to her great-grandmother and grandmother, both named Dóña Lolita, who used indigenous farming and nomadic practices. As a widow, Prieto’s great-grandmother lived in a time when women raising their children alone was considered taboo. Prieto’s grandmother was a tireless advocate for education despite only completing the third grade; Dóña Lolita fought for education and school supplies for her children and the children of her community in rural Mexico. As illustrated in this memoir, Prieto follows the footsteps of her great-grandmother and grandmother, the women in her maternal family who were also educators and leaders in their communities. Prieto is an educator who continues to help and teach young men and women by sharing her own journey and transcending the racial tension and biases in which she grew up. Whether completing her homework in the street at night, working in the fields, or cleaning wealthy Caucasian people’s houses to help her family, she did the best she could with what she had. Prieto saw more for herself and for her family and has continued on her path to write about it.

**Violence in the Home**

Violence in the home was prevalent for Prieto growing up. How does one heal after witnessing and experiencing so much pain and anguish as a young child? Prieto’s healing comes from writing stories and prose that speak to the pain of living in a space of sexist colonial subjectivity, resulting in domestic violence and child sexual abuse. Prieto manages to reinforce the importance of breaking away and speaking out against domestic violence and sexual predators within our own families. This voice is particularly important in the Latina/o community because innumerable stories like this are rarely spoken of within the Latina/o culture or family. Prieto gives permission to those who have fallen victim to this pain to free themselves and tell their truth. The text surrounding domestic violence and child molestation is the most courageous voice of this memoir. Prieto’s courage to write in text for all the world and her family to read and hear is one of the most difficult yet cathartic actions to start the healing process for her and her family. Having to relive the violent physical abuse and the memory of the “exten-
tion cord, belt, and cowboy boots” at the hands of her father towards her mother is a vivid, harrowing poem. We immediately feel the fear and trauma of children raised in abusive environments. Although these were distressing moments in Prieto’s life, it is just one story that addresses what thousands of women and children still endure here in the United States. Prieto specifically highlights her lived experience of abuse through a female’s perspective. Law and policy surrounding domestic violence in the United States has improved somewhat in regards to protecting women and children, but it still lacks exclusive protection, particularly for the over one million undocumented women living in California. According to the National Coalition Against Domestic Violence, one in three women are victims by an intimate partner of some form of physical violence. There are low prosecution and conviction rates against abusers because prior domestic violence charges and evidence within the same relationship are not permitted and excluded in a trial, thus making it more difficult for women to escape their abusive situation. In addition, undocumented women feel even more terror and are afraid of reporting anything to the police because of the ramifications of possible deportation and separation from their children and families. This book will help documented and undocumented women living in violent households understand that they are not alone and to be unafraid of releasing their truth so that they can break free of the physiological, physical, or economic abuse that they may be suffering.

Prieto also addresses the very intimate and sad story of her paternal uncle who was a pedophile. According to the US Justice Department, about 30 percent of the perpetrators of child sexual abuse are family members. In the story called “La Casita Blanca”, Prieto shows us she will no longer carry the burden, pain, humiliation, fear or shame that children of sexual abuse transport in their psyche and their bodies. As she openly writes about every detail, every sense and smell, she releases this poisoned memory from her body and soul, and you can feel that she gains a sense of freedom and hope for the spirit to rise once again. Testimonio is powerful and we can only hope that these poems and short stories will bring about real change against domestic and sexual violence, particularly for the protection of children and women. Prieto continuously illustrates that she is a survivor and less of a victim by continuously exemplifying compassion, daring to dream and love, and never forgetting, but forgiving.

Love and healing
Prieto demonstrates that you can heal
your body, mind and spirit by writing and expressing the truth through the power of love. She reminds us that we cannot heal alone. Prieto shows us how much she loves her family throughout the book, particularly her brother Challo. We get a real sense of a brother-sister love that is very pure and protective. It is Challo who helps Prieto find her way to be able to love and forgive those who have hurt both of them in their past. While Prieto constructs belief around destiny and fate, Challo shows Elvira a different belief system of religious practice that borders on the supernatural and spiritual. Challo is a holder of secrets, and/or indigenous knowledge, and Prieto’s poems and stories allude to the Dóna Lolita bloodline. Prieto is grounded in the indigenous traditions, even though she grew up in the catholic tradition. She understands that life and spirituality can be viewed in many different and equally valid ways. This memoir ends with Elvira understanding that the impossible is possible. In the memoir, the past seems so unalterable that Prieto almost seems destined to be who she is now. The possibility of moving on to an alternative is exactly what Prieto explores. Indeed, Prieto shows a multiplicity of diversity in her book. Prieto does not limit her world or experiences to be. Throughout some of the short stories and poems, there is a presence of the American Chicana experience. This seems to create a parallel type of existence, where the predominantly Mexican town of Reedley, CA is almost away and apart from the United States. Yet the reader creates the greater context of time and space because Prieto makes it a point to highlight these. In so doing, the reader creates options of becoming for Prieto that are beyond the ones of Chicana, Hispana/indigenous-mestizo, and Catholic. Prieto goes beyond her wildest of dreams of becoming the person she wants to be, regardless of her past. Prieto dares us all to dream big, live, love, and forgive, and she challenges us to write our truths to free our spirits. Prieto also calls attention to the social, economic, educational, and political injustices against women and children in this country. Through this memoir, we are inspired to make real changes by living, expressing, and writing our own truths because, as Prieto demonstrates, change starts at home.

“Testimonio is powerful and we can only hope that these poems and short stories will bring about real change against domestic and sexual violence, particularly for the protection of children and women.”
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